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Abstract 
 
Metal powder-bed fusion is an additive manufacturing process which enables the creation of unique shapes 
in metal parts that would otherwise be difficult, expensive, or impossible to machine. Metallic powder is 
melted and fused together by either a laser or electron beam to produce parts quickly. The excess powder 
covers newly printed parts and can be difficult to remove from small internal features. The scope of this 
project is to design a device that effectively removes the powder from newly printed parts safely, while 
reclaiming as much powder as possible for reuse. The solution for this project must be able to remove 
powder safely, accommodate the properties of different parts, and reclaim most of the powder removed. 
The chosen design solution is a device that would suspend and vibrate the part to remove powder. There 
are two axes of rotation of this system, allowing the part to be rotated to any optimal orientation to remove 
powder from the internal cavities of the part. A vibration motor housed in the device will shake the part, 
loosening the powder and sifting it down to the drain holes and ultimately out of the part. This design is 
called the Vibration Induced Powder Evacuator and Reclaimer (VIPER). Since the system has been 
constructed, tests have started to be done to determine the effectiveness of the removal method and the 
orientation method. As of June 2018, the bulk of testing still needs to be performed to quantify the 
effectiveness of vibration as a primary removal technique. This document captures the results of the design 
process, including background research and benchmarking, the project’s scope, requirements, comparative 
analysis of potential designs, the iterative design solutions, cost analysis, potential risks with the design 
solution, manufacturing/assembly plans, completed design verification, future testing plans, lessons 
learned, and the recommended next steps for the project. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Additive manufacturing through selective laser melting (SLM) is a process that uses a high-energy beam 
to melt metallic powder into parts one layer at a time. After the part is printed, it typically undergoes a 
series of additional manufacturing processes, such as heat treatment, to achieve desirable properties. An 
important process during this stage is removing excess powder from the internal cavities and complex 
geometries that many products of additive manufacturing contain.  
 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) is a government facility that is currently investing in 
improvements in their additive manufacturing process. The current removal of the excess powder is 
typically an inefficient and time-consuming step for both the company and the equipment operators. 
Currently, a technician first removes the accessible powder manually, and the residual powder is removed 
from more intricate or critical features using ultrasonic vibration. LLNL is searching for a solution that 
decreases the amount of time and energy spent on cleaning the parts to better streamline the additive 
manufacturing process. 
 
The purpose of this project is to develop a proof of concept for a safe, reliable, and quick process and an 
accompanying system that can remove and reclaim residual powder. Ideally, the process developed will 
have the capability to reclaim excess powder for reuse and will be a semi-automated or fully-automated 
system. This new device will be a major improvement over the current process used at LLNL. The powder-
removing device to be designed is being developed specifically for LLNL; however, it could impact the 
metallic additive manufacturing industry on a much larger scale.  
 
The team working on this project includes Kurt Reed, Tyler Laird, and Madison Lignell, who are fourth-
year students studying mechanical engineering at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. 
 
This document includes background information about powder removal, current applicable technologies, 
relevant patents, the project objectives and requirements, results of the critical design process, including 
background research and benchmarking, the project’s scope, requirements, comparative analysis of 
potential designs, the iterative design solutions, cost analysis, potential risks with the design solution, 
manufacturing/assembly plans, completed design verification, future testing plans, lessons learned, and the 
recommended next steps for the project. 
 
2. Background 
 
The first few weeks of this project involved multiple conversations with Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories that were intended to fully understand the problem and communicate the requirements of the 
its resolution. Weekly teleconferences have been held to update LLNL personnel on the project’s progress. 
Additionally, the team took a tour of the LLNL facilities to further discuss and refine the requirements. The 
problem statement and requirements that were cultivated from these meetings are discussed below, and the 
requirements are separated into “needs” and “wants” in Table 3.1. 
 
Additive manufacturing has become increasingly popular among a wide variety of industries, and many 
companies have started to develop their own powder removal processes. Many companies that focus on 
powder removal keep information regarding their processes proprietary. Currently, there is little research 
and development of an all-in-one metallic powder removal station optimized for additive manufacturing. 
Another challenge is being able to tell when all the powder has been removed. Current removal processes 
typically fall into three categories: manual processes, liquid immersion, and ultrasonic cleaning. The most 
widely used processes include physically shaking parts manually, using brushes or pipe cleaners, or gently 
tapping the part or build plate with a mallet to remove the powder. While the use of compressed air is 
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sometimes used to clear out cavities, this process must be done under strict regulation because of the safety 
hazards associated with uncontrolled, airborne metallic powder. Submerging parts in a rinsing device has 
been done with varying success. These devices are typically made in-house and typically use fluid flow to 
sweep debris away. Another method commonly used to remove powder and debris from parts is ultrasonic 
cleaning. This process is done by submerging the part into a fluid bath, either water or a specialized solvent, 
and then using a transducer to create ultrasound waves. These waves cause cavitation to occur and as the 
formed bubbles collapse, they knock off debris from the part. However, submerging a part in a liquid bath 
would render the removed powder useless, while for this project, it is important to save most of the removed 
powder for reuse. 
 
Appendix A presents a list of current patents for various powder removal devices and methods. These 
patents were not all specifically intended for additive manufacturing purposes. However, their contents may 
be used to draw inspiration for a solution for this project. The patents provided information on how different 
companies and people have tackled challenges related to foreign object removal. For example, some have 
used vibration, while others used vacuums or magnetic forces to remove powder from objects. A summary 
of the researched patents can be found in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1. Relevant patent descriptions. 
Patent Number Description 
9773586 Process of printing wire inside of parts that can used to break up material for removal. 
9254535 3D printing process that describes various ways of removing powder from parts. 
7045738 Powder delivery system that includes a vacuum powder removal system. 
9776376 3D printing process that removes powder via vibration. 
9333541 Medicine dispenser design that uses vibration to remove powder from tablets. 
3673445 Dust seal for electric motors. 
 
Vibration is commonly used in industry for flow assistance. Induced vibration on the part would help the 
powder shift down to the parts drain holes. Motors spinning an unbalanced weight are commonly used to 
produce vibration. To increase the stability of the motor itself, an unbalanced mass is typically placed on 
both ends of the motor. There are a variety of available sizes of vibration motors, which have been used for 
many applications. Unbalanced motors seem to be a viable option for inducing vibration to remove powder 
from parts. 
 
The risks associated with airborne powder make it necessary to safely contain the powder. For example, 
certain powders can become reactive when a dust cloud is formed and an ignition source is present. This 
introduces the need for some system of sealing any openings from the enclosure to the outside environment, 
such as the door and any shafts that may run through the enclosure walls. Typical shaft sealing consists of 
a seal made up of an elastomer ring inside of a metallic ring that is press fit into the enclosure opening 
through which the shaft extends. The elastomer ring slides on a thin film of lubricant which enables the 
shaft to turn without much resistance caused by the seal. Additionally, watertight doors typically use a 
gasket that closes on an edge to provide sufficient sealing, which would be more than enough to ensure 
powder does not escape into the outside environment.  
 
To assess the present state of technology regarding additive manufacturing powder removal, current 
solutions and relating scientific and technical resources were investigated. Because there is not a significant 
amount of specific research for removing the metallic powder resulting from powder-bed fusion, associated 
technologies and research were used to gain an understanding of the process as a whole. This included 
understanding safety when removing debris, using chemicals on an industrial scale, gaining information 
about ultrasonic processes, and conducting research on ultrasonic cleaning, general powder removal, and 
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current solutions available. Unfortunately, many current powder removal techniques are proprietary 
information. 
 
 
2.1 General Powder Removal Research 
 
Guide to Cleaner Technologies: Cleaning and Degreasing Process Changes is a document produced for 
use by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that aims to bring together information from many 
sources about current and emerging industrial and manufacturing cleaning techniques [1]. Since the project 
deals entirely with removing debris from a manufacturing process and deals with a potentially harmful 
waste product (metal powder), this document proves to be a great background on how to safely handle 
waste. There is also information about how to set up safe containment areas for cleaning hazardous parts, 
which will be beneficial in the design of the powder-removing device.  
 
The procedures for harmful contact with the metal powders are listed in the safety data sheet under the 
material name of AMA 316L cl C. Ventilation requirements are all listed in the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration regulation standard 1926.57. The standards for dust combustion and explosion 
prevention are listed under code 654 by the National Fire Protection Association. 
 
The scientific paper by Hasib et al. details the use of chemical etching for sintered powder removal for three 
different types of small-cell structures after electron beam melting (EMB) [2]. While there are some key 
differences between EMB and selective laser melting, which is the process used in this project, they are 
similar enough that powder removal processes for one may partially or fully work for this project’s 
application. This study, however, investigated titanium powder. Since stainless steel powder is the subject 
of this project, the differing mechanical and physical properties between the two powders will have to be 
considered. 
 
 
2.2 Ultrasonic Powder Removal Research 
 
Maisonhaute’s article on surface acoustic cavitation investigates the shear stresses taking place during the 
cavitation and how it affects debris removal [3]. The cavitation causes the formation of bubbles that collapse 
and knock powder and debris loose from the part. The use of ultrasonic cleaning is widespread, but the 
actual mechanics of how the cavitation and bubble collapse removes material is less understood, and this 
research aims to create models that demonstrate how surface conditions affect cavitation. This is important 
for the project because utilizing ultrasound as part of the process is an option for removing some of the 
powder. 
 
Dry sonication is another method of removing un-melted powder from parts following electron and laser 
beam melting processes. This is the proposed powder removal process for the reticulated mesh arrays 
created by engineers at the University of Texas at El Paso [4]. Dry sonication is similar to ultrasonic 
cleaning in that it is a process that involves applying sound energy to agitate particles in a part; however, it 
is done without the part being submerged in a liquid. Since the powder is not exposed to a liquid, it can still 
be reclaimed for reuse. As no figures are readily available for this process, none have been included in this 
report. 
 
 
2.3 Liquid CO2 Centrifuge 
 
A solution currently on the market for cleaning debris from complex geometries of parts, both printed and 
machined, is a product called the Enertia: Centrifugal Immersion CO2 Cleaning System. This is a device 
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that is sold by the Cool Clean Technologies, which specializes in using liquid CO2 for multiple cleaning 
processes used in manufacturing. The Enertia is marketed as an alternative to ultrasonic cleaning and other 
liquid submersion techniques. The system submerges the part in liquid CO2 and spins the part rapidly. The 
CO2 and centrifugal forces drive debris off the part without damaging the surface. Liquid CO2 is used 
because of its extremely low viscosity, which allows it to get into small, complex geometries and break 
away debris without creating pockets within the debris. Water, on the other hand, has a higher viscosity and 
does not work well for small complex geometries. Since parts produced with additive manufacturing have 
many small and complex geometries, this type of system solution may be used to draw inspiration for this 
project’s powder removal process [5]. For this method to be considered as a potential design solution, the 
effects the fluid has on the powder must be investigated, as the fluid may render the powder from being 
reusable. The problem of ruining powder during removal is a one that LLNL and other companies currently 
experience when using ultrasonic cleaning, as the chemical bath that is used with the ultrasound makes the 
removed powder unusable. A sketch of a process similar to the liquid CO2 centrifuge is depicted in Figure 
2.1. 
 
	 
Figure 2.1. Sketch of process similar to liquid CO2 centrifuge device. 
 
3. Objectives 
 
Metal powder-bed fusion is an additive manufacturing process that melts layers of metallic powder together 
to quickly generate new parts. Excess powder covers newly printed parts, which poses a risk to both future 
manufacturing processes and human health. As mentioned before, this powder is removed manually, which 
is a time-consuming process that can create a bottleneck for large-scale productions. Lawrence Livermore 
National Labs and other additive manufacturers that utilize powder-bed fusion need a way to quickly and 
safely remove and reclaim the excess powder with minimal user input before the part proceeds to the next 
manufacturing step. 
 
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the boundary diagram, which is a visual representation of the problem. The 
area encompassed by the dotted lines indicates the part of the current situation can be changed, providing a 
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sense of the scope of the problem. After the part is removed from the powder-bed fusion printer, it 
undergoes the powder removal process, which is the portion of the process that this project aims to optimize. 
As shown in the diagram, manual powder removal techniques, such as shaking and hitting the part, are 
currently being used. Once the powder is removed, it is sent to a furnace for heat treatment, where the part 
must be powder-free. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Boundary diagram used for problem definition. 
 
 
3.1 Needs and Wants Table 
 
Table 3.1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories needs and wants table. 
Needs Wants 
Removes powder from part Minimize footprint 
Powder handled safely Ease of use 
Safe to operate Accommodate parts without build plate 
Compatible with three different build plate sizes Single station 
Supports up to 50-pound part Low maintenance/long life 
Supports up to 11”x11”x14” part Fully-automated process 
30-minute setup, 30-minute teardown Reclaim powder for reuse 
Does not alter part geometry Semi-automated/non-manual 
 
Table 3.1 outlines the customer’s needs and wants for the project. This information was generated from 
conversations with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories personnel about the project requirements. 
The requirements that LLNL provided for a powder removal device are listed under “needs,” while the 
specifications that are not strictly necessary are listed under “wants.” Many items in the “wants” category 
are intended to be included in the final product, regardless of the design. Namely, the ease of use, low 
maintenance/long life, and reclaim powder for reuse goals will all be incorporated into the final design, 
while specifications such as minimal footprint, single station, and accommodation for parts without a build 
plate may be left unsatisfied if the product provides enough value in the other categories. 
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3.2 QFD House of Quality 
 
The quality function deployment is a way to define the problem based on a house of quality diagram, as 
shown in Appendix B. The house of quality has a section for who, how, now, what, and how much, as well 
as sections for the interaction between these elements. The “who” section listed the three parties that would 
benefit from this project: LLNL, other additive manufacturing companies, and the operator of the 
equipment. The “what” section described the needs for the product as the customer sees them. When 
comparing the “how” and “what” sections, each need was assigned a priority based on how much the 
different consumers would value it. The “now” section contains the competing methods such as vibration 
or manual brushing, which were also checked against the consumer needs. The “how” section showed 
quantifiable, testable specifications that can be used to check how well the product meets the customer 
needs. The “how much” section provides a target quantity for each specification. This interaction between 
the “how” and “how much” sections comprises a large part of the specifications table seen in Table 3.2. 
The section between “how” and “what” shows the correlation between each engineering specification and 
customer need. The house of quality is a useful display of the different elements involved in the project, as 
well as how they correspond and interact. 
 
 
3.3 Specifications Table 
 
Table 3 details the specifications from the house of quality that must be fulfilled for a successful project. 
The amount of powder remaining is the weight of the powder that can be shaken from a part after going 
through the cleaning process. Uncontained powder is the amount of powder that escapes from the enclosure 
around the solution, which can be a safety hazard.  The weight capacity is the amount of weight the powder 
removal mechanism can support. The production cost is the amount of money the components will cost to 
buy or produce. The footprint size is the amount of space the device will take up on the shop floor.  
 
Table 3.2. Powder removal specifications table. 
Spec. # Parameter Description Requirement or Target Tolerance Risk  Compliance 
1 Powder escaped ("Shake test") <1 g Max M T, I 
2 Uncontained powder 5 g Max H T, I 
3 Weight capacity 50 lb Min M A, T 
4 Production cost Varied Max M A 
5 Footprint size 20 ft2 Max L I 
6 Durability 1 yr Min M A 
7 Time spent by operator 1 hr Max M T 
  Risk: H = High    Compliance:  A = Analysis 
   M = Medium      T = Testing 
   L = Low      I = Inspection 
    
Each specification must have a testing method to ensure each requirement has been met. Additional details 
regarding the each specification and testing methods are listed below: 
 
• The amount of escaped powder will primarily be checked visually; if any powder is seen exiting 
freely when the part (removed from the device) is shaken by hand, the process will have failed the 
“shake test,” and modifications to the system and/or process will be made. 
• Uncontained powder will be determined by collecting all powder that escaped the device’s 
containment.  
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o Note: It is still being determined if designing an enclosure to contain powder is within the 
scope of this project. For more details, refer to Section 5.2.6 
• The weight capacity will be initially checked through analysis and later confirmed with testing. 
• The production cost depends on the value the product provides. If the product is exceptional and 
meets or exceeds all requirements, then LLNL is willing to provide a larger budget than for a proof 
of concept. 
• The footprint size will be measured using the length and width of the base of the device. 
• The durability will be determined via fatigue calculations. 
• The time spent by operator will be tested simply by measuring how long it takes to load the part, 
unload the part, and select the operation settings. 
 
4. Concept Design Development 
 
 
4.1 Concept Development Process and Results 
The concept development process began with a series of ideation sessions. The first ideation session 
involved writing down ideas about any aspect of the project on Post-it® notes. The goal of this method was 
to write down as many different ideas as possible, regardless of the quality of each concept. The second 
ideation session utilized a technique called “brainwriting,” in which each member of the team would write 
down some ideas about the project before passing the paper to the next member, who would then add their 
own thoughts or ideas about the concepts. The last major ideation session involved picking specific 
functions of the project, such as safety or operating time, and spending 15-30 minutes conjuring up as many 
methods of addressing each function as possible. Some images of the results of these ideation sessions can 
be found in Appendix C.  
Another major aspect of concept development was basic modeling of some of the results from the ideation 
sessions. The first step in this process was concept modeling. Concept models are a way to generate new 
ideas and determine whether the different elements of a design are dimensionally feasible. This modeling 
session produced a basic model for the device enclosure, as well as some ideas about how to make a build 
plate adapter that can accommodate any size of build plate. The next step in the modeling process was to 
build a more robust concept prototype using sturdier materials. The primary goal of the prototyping process 
was to build the primary structure of a design in such a way that basic functionality could be tested. The 
chosen concept prototype was a hoop with spokes radiating out to a plate on a shaft. Inside the hoop was a 
rotatable rod with an example build piece mounted on it. This prototype showed the relative dimensions, 
as well as how two axes of rotation could be implemented into a design. After some basic modeling, the 
next step was to choose a concept to pursue. 
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(a) (b) 
 
(c)  
Figure 4.1. (a) Prototype of early enclosure/reclaimer concept. (b) Prototype of early build plate adapter 
concept. (c) Prototype of dual-axis rotary system with hoop and spokes. 
 h 
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4.2 Concept Selection Process and Results 
In order to choose the best design from concept development, several iterations of refinement were 
necessary. The first step was to break down the functions of the powder removal device and use Pugh 
matrices, which can be found in Appendix D, to determine the solution that would best satisfy the 
requirements for each function. The top solutions from this process were then placed into a morphological 
matrix to determine the best combinations of ideas. The morphological and decision matrices can be seen 
in Appendix D. The top five ideas were: 
• Rotating, Translating Shaft with Induced Shock 
• Rotating, Translating Shaft with Vibration 
• Fluid Bath Centrifuge 
• Hoop as Gear 
• Two-Axis Spinning Powder Remover (TASPR) 
In order to choose the best solution, all the requirements were weighted and placed into a decision matrix, 
which allowed for a quantitative comparison of the different ideas. The result of this analysis was the 
selection of the TASPR design, which consists of a large ring and a bisecting shaft that can rotate a part 
into any desirable orientation to for powder removal before vibrating the part.  
The following pages contain diagrams and descriptions of the alternative concepts along with explanations 
why the TASPR was chosen over them. 
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Figure 4.2. Rotating, translating rod with induced shock. 
 
In this system, the build plate is attached to a shaft that is driven by a motor which causes it to rotate. This 
shaft is also able to move around the outside of the enclosure on one of the sides and the top in order to 
help orient the part. The part is first oriented so the drain holes are downwards and then linear actuating 
rods are sued to strike the build plate which induces strong vibrations in the part. These vibrations cause 
the powder to fall out of the drain holes into a funnel that directs the powder into a removable container. 
All of these components are supported by an enclosure that has a door that is used to load the parts. This 
enclosure also seals all of the powder inside so that there is no chance of it getting out during operation. 
 
The issues that contributed to this concept not being chosen were: 
 
• Rotating shaft is a cantilever beam with large loads 
• Slot required for translating shaft is difficult to seal 
• Different sized/shaped parts make controlled impact difficult to implement 
• Impact may damage parts before it loosens powder 
• Actuator for this type of translation will be difficult to implement and likely expensive 
• Loading the part would be difficult 
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Figure 4.3. Rotating, translating shaft with vibration. 
 
This system is very similar to the Rotating, Translating Shaft with Induced Shock design. It would use a 
rotating and moving shaft to orient the part before the powder is removed, and the powder would be 
contained and collected in the same way at the bottom of the enclosure. The key difference between the 
two designs is that in this design, the method of removing the powder is done with vibration motors. These 
motors typically use unbalanced weights to induce vibrations. These vibrations would be more controllable 
than the shock and could potentially be better at getting the powder out of the internal features though the 
drain holes.  
 
The issues that contributed to this concept not being chosen were: 
 
• Rotating shaft is a cantilever beam with large loads 
• Slot required for translating shaft is difficult to seal 
• Actuator for this type of translation will be difficult to implement and likely expensive 
• Loading the part would be difficult 
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Figure 4.4. Liquid bath centrifuge. 
 
The liquid bath centrifuge is a device that submerges the printed part in a low-viscosity fluid and rapidly 
spins it, sending the powder radially out from the part. This concept drew inspiration from the only 
automated powder removal device that is currently used in industry, where the part is submerged in liquid 
CO2 and spun at very high speeds. A very low-viscosity fluid is necessary because fluids such as water can 
cause the powder to clump and become trapped in the part, while a non-viscous fluid would be able to wash 
the powder out. The device would raise a loading platform for securing the build plate before lowering into 
the fluid. No powder could be reclaimed from this system but it could potentially yield the cleanest parts. 
 
The issues that contributed to this concept not being chosen were: 
 
• No powder reclamation 
• Most expensive option 
• Low-viscosity fluid would require cryogenic temperatures, which could damage part 
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Figure 4.5. Hoop as gear. 
 
This design solution consists of a large loop with gear teeth around the outside it that is driven by another 
gear attached to a motor. The part is suspended by a shaft bisecting the hoop. This shaft rotates and is driven 
by a motor mounted to the hoop. The rotating shaft and hoops are sued to orientate the part so that the drain 
holes are downwards. The part is then vibrated using vibration motors which causes the powder to fall out 
of the drain holes. This entire device would be inside of an enclosure that would keep the powder in and 
collect the powder for reclamation at the bottom. This design requires less seals and no moving seals to 
keep the powder contained. 
  
The issues that contributed to this concept not being chosen were: 
 
• Hoop/Gear manufacturing issues 
• Gear train needed to accommodate large gear 
• Gear tooth wear with powder 
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4.3 Detailed Description of Selected Concept 
The lead powder removal concept design consists of a large rotating hoop bisected by a rotating shaft, all 
contained within a large enclosure to keep the powder contained. Figure 4.6 depicts a device without the 
enclosure, to show how the mechanisms will move. The build plate adapter, which will be able to 
accommodate different sizes of build plates, will be located at the center of the shaft. Inside the build plate 
adapter will be the vibration motor(s), which will each rotate an unbalanced weight to induce vibration in 
the part. The adapter shaft will be rotated by a motor and gears mounted to the hoop, which will be placed 
inside a sealed housing to prevent damage from the powder. Since the hoop can rotate the adapter shaft’s 
axis of rotation, the device will be able to rotate to every possible orientation of the build plate. The hoop 
will be connected via spokes to a disc on a shaft that will be rotated by a motor from outside of the device 
enclosure. The spokes will be angled to provide space for the build plate adapter and part to rotate on the 
adapter shaft without conflict. Since supporting the weight of whole assembly would require a substantial 
shaft and motor, rollers will be placed on the top and bottom of the hoop to support the static load of the 
device. The enclosure will be a rectangular chamber with at least one transparent wall so that the process is 
visible to the operator. The enclosure will be constructed out of a material that the powder does not cling 
to and rather slides easily off of, and inside of the enclosure will have no sharp corners to minimize the 
amount of powder that does not reach the reclamation receptacle. The base will be funnel shaped, guiding 
any particulate down to a receptacle to allow for powder reclamation. Across the mouth of the funnel will 
be a crossbeam to support the weight of the rollers and hoop structure.	 
 
Figure 4.6. Schematic of TASPR without the enclosure and motor housing for clarity. Note: Hoop 
diameter is approximately 4 ft. 
Ring Adapter Shaft 
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Build Plate 
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Figure 4.7. Schematic of TASPR enclosure. 
4.4 Selected Concept Functionality 
The design solution performs two major functions. The system will first change the orientation of the 
printed part so its drain hole is pointed downwards, then it will vibrate printed part. Having the drain hole 
pointed down will allow the powder, loosened by the vibration, to exit the part simply by using gravity. 
The powder will fall into a collector at the bottom of the enclosure, so the powder can then be reclaimed. 
This design has seven different subsystems, listed below: 
• Enclosure 
• Powder Reclamation 
• The Ring 
• Adapter Shaft 
• Build Plate Adapter 
• Vibration System 
• Controls/Electronics 
 
4.4.1 Enclosure 
This system includes a structural frame, four panels, legs supports, and an access door. The enclosure serves 
two main purposes. The first is to support the entire system. There are many heavy, moving parts that need 
to stay secure and in the correct location for the design to function properly, and having a strong enclosure 
that can support every component is vital. The second purpose is to contain the powder. Since there are 
health risks associated with metallic powder, making sure that it all stays in the enclosure is important to 
have a safe system. Having all of the powder contained also makes it much easier to collect the powder to 
reclaim it. The access door will be a simple hinged door design simple sealing. 
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4.4.2 Powder Reclamation 
Being able to collect usable powder for reuse is one of the main objectives of this project. This is 
accomplished in the design by having the bottom of the enclosure be angled so that powder that comes off 
and out of the printed part falls directly into a recollection container. The container will be interfaced to the 
enclosure by a tube and a valve that can be closed both above the container and right at the container 
interface so the container can be removed and emptied without powder spilling.  
4.4.3 The Ring 
The ring is one of the two sub-systems that will control the orientation of the printed part. The ring will be 
supported in the enclosure by a series of rollers under it. It will be rotated by a motor located behind and 
outside of the enclosure, and will be connected to the driving shaft via the spoke system depicted in Figure 
4.6. A torque coupler may be necessary to ensure good alignment. The adapter shaft will interface with the 
inside of the ring. The adapter shaft motor housing will also be directly attached to the inside of the ring. 
The inside of the ring will be angled such that powder that lands on it will slide off it and into the powder 
reclamation area.  
4.4.4 Adapter Shaft 
The adapter shaft is the second sub-system that controls that orientation of the printed part. It will be 
connected to the inside of the ring via bearings. The build plate adapter will be located in the center of the 
adapter shaft. The shaft will rotate and will be controlled by a motor on one side of the shaft that will be 
protected by a sealed housing. By being able to rotate the printed part in two orthogonal axes, any part 
orientation can be achieved.  
4.4.5 Build Plate Adapter  
The build plate adapter is what interfaces the build plate with the rest of the system. This sub-system will 
secure the build plate by using a threaded clamp on each corner of the build plate. These clamps will run 
on tracks from each corner to near the center so that any size build plate can be accommodated. The operator 
will need to adjust the clamps after the build plate is set onto the adapter and then secure each clamp by 
torqueing a nut down on each clamp. The corner was selected as the location for the clamp because some 
builds require parts to be printed to the very edge of the build plate, while the build plate corners will never 
be printed on since this is where the build plate screw holes are located. 
4.4.6 Vibration System 
Vibration will be used to forcibly remove from the printed part. Under the build plate adapter, there will be 
a housing that will contain one or more unbalanced motors to induce vibration. These vibrations will 
dislodge the powder inside the part and cause it to move downwards towards the drain hole. 
4.4.7 Controls/Electronics 
The components in the system that connect everything electrically as well as the user control system make 
up the control/electronics sub-system. The user input will allow an operator to control the orientation of the 
part, potentially the amount of vibration, and the duration of the vibration. It will also include an emergency 
stop for the machine. Rigorous design work will be completed to ensure that wires and cables inside of the 
system are not at risk of getting caught, pulled, or broken during operation. Having enclosed channels for 
the wiring will allow the wires to stay protected and remain powder-free. 
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4.5 Preliminary Analysis and Testing Details 
In order to determine the best way to remove powder, reclaim it, and orient the part to desired positions, 
concept prototyping was performed early in the design process. Preliminary concepts were modeled using 
basic materials, which assisted in the visualization of how the system’s components would fit together and 
function. The early prototyping of initial concepts presented the opportunity to discover flaws and areas for 
improvement in the design. This type of analysis of ideas assisted in the decision to move forward with the 
lead concept design. 
The next type of analysis will ensure that the idea is physically feasible. This will include static and dynamic 
analysis of the entire system; sizing of all motor, gears, and shafts; material selection and verification; 
electrical analysis; and manufacturability analysis. The results of these upcoming analyses will either verify 
that it is ready to be built and tested or that another iteration of the design needs to be performed to find the 
best working solution.  
Thus far, no real testing has been done of the final design. To prove the analysis correct and show that the 
solution will be effective, many different parts of the design and their capabilities will need to be tested. 
Below is a brief overview of the main tests that will be performed: 
1. Lattice Part Geometry Tests 
a. Different density octet cell lattices to ensure the vibration system works for all of them. 
2. Drain Hole Size Tests 
a. Different size drain holes will be used to help find the appropriate time the part needs to be 
vibrated for in order to drain out the most powder. 
b. These tests will also be used to find the system’s limitation on drain hole sizes to drain a 
part of powder. 
3. Build Plate Adapter Test 
a. The interface between the build plate and the adapter must be verified so there is no chance 
that the build plate could become unsecured. 
4. Powder Testing 
a. The metal powder must be tested in conjunction with different potential inner enclosure 
materials to determine the best material to minimize powder build up and maximize powder 
reclamation. 
 
4.6 Discussion of Concept Risks and Unknowns 
This design solution will involve seven different subsystems all working together in order to function 
properly. At this point, the major sub-systems and functions have been figured out and the next step is to 
perform analysis in order to ensure that each sub-system and the integrated system as a whole function 
properly. Before that analysis can be completed, there are parts of the design challenges that must be 
overcome and figured out. These unknowns also need to be figured out before many of the parts and 
materials can be ordered and tested. Below is a list of the current unknowns in the design: 
1. Optimal material for the inside of the enclosure. 
a. The powder must not interact with the material and must slide off easily. 
2. The size and gearing for each of the motors. 
3. The exact geometry of rotating the ring. 
a. How the inner rod will attach to the ring and be able to rotate independently. 
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b. The outside of the ring that will interface with the support rollers. 
c. The best way to keep the ring aligned and stable given the changing center of mass due to 
changing the orientation and vibration of the workpiece. 
d. The optimal spoke configuration that connects the ring to the ring motor shaft. 
4. How the powder reclamation container will interface with the enclosure. 
5. The exact geometry of the bottom of the enclosure that will funnel the powder to be reclaimed. 
6. The size of an unbalanced motor(s) as well as the number of unbalanced motors that will be used 
to shake the build plate. 
7. How can a braking system be implemented to make sure that once the correct orientation is 
achieved, the shaft and ring do not rotate due to vibrations of the vibration motors.  
8. The way to place build plates, especially large and heavy ones, into the enclosure safely and 
effectively.  
Deciding on the designs that will satisfy these unknowns is a priority moving forward.  
As with any design, different solutions can pose different risks. The chosen design eliminates many risks 
posed by other potential solutions such as have unstable cantilever beams, moving seals, and aerosolized 
powder. However, there are still risks associated with this design. Below is a list of the largest risks 
associated with this powder removal method and system: 
1. Vibration from unbalanced motors may not be enough to remove enough of the powder from the 
part. 
a. Even though vibration is used to remove powder and particulate matter in many industrial 
settings, given certain complex internal geometries, the system may not be able to fit a 
large enough unbalanced motor, for functional powder removal, into the space available. 
2. It may be difficult to keep the ring dynamically and statically stable for certain orientations of large 
parts. 
3. It may be difficult to find a good way to easily load and secure the build plate. 
4. Metal powder could get into gear boxes and motors if they aren’t sealed properly. 
5. Metallic powder could escape into the outside environment due to insufficient or failure in sealing. 
6. The natural frequencies of all of the components and the system as a whole may interfere with the 
vibration frequencies of the vibration motor(s). 
7. Gaining approval to work with metallic powder on campus and acquiring a testing space is a 
potential roadblock that can delay testing. 
8. Acquiring sufficient printed parts for testing from LLNL or Cal Poly. 
9. Fabrication limitations with in-house manufacturing and lead times for outsourced manufacturing. 
5. Second Design Iteration 
 
5.1 Design Overview 
Since the Preliminary Design Review, significant changes have been made to the design. As the large, four 
foot diameter hoop in the previous design would introduce manufacturing difficulties, the system was 
altered to eliminate the need for a large hoop. The resulting design can be observed in Figure 5.1.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.1.  (a) TASPR in upright position. (b) TASPR demonstrating primary rotary system. (c) TASPR 
demonstrating turntable system rotation. 
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Figure 5.2. Overall design layout with part number labels. Note: frame, fasteners, enclosure, and Primary 
Rotary System (PRS) motor mount not included. 
 
Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 5.2. 
• 1100 – Vibration Housing  
• 1110 – Build Plate Adapter 
• 1140 – Dual-Mount, Hold-Down Toggle Clamps 
• 1210 – Turntable Shaft 
• 1240 – Turntable Joint Box 
• 1250 – Turntable Motor 
• 1260 – Turntable Torque Coupler 
• 1280 – Turntable Motor Mount 
• 1410 – Adapter Shaft 1 
• 1420 – Adapter Shaft 2 
• 1430 – PRS Motor 
• 1440 – PRS Torque Coupler 
• 1450 – Adapter Shaft Bearing and Pillow Bracket 
• 1460 – Adapter Shaft Flange 
Note: All adapter shaft components belong to the Primary Rotary System (PRS) subsystem. 
1430 
1440 
1250 
1450 
1260 
1420 
1460 
1410 
1100 
1110 
1280 
1240 
Printed Part 
Build Plate 
1140 
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As seen in the resulting design in Figure 10, the proposed solution still implements two axes of rotation to 
position the powder-filled part to an orientation optimized for powder removal. Once the part is in position, 
rotation will stop and vibration motors located inside the vibration housing will activate to loosen powder 
in the part and cause the powder to flow out of the part. It is important to note that the powder removal 
method in this proposed solution is vibration. The sole purpose of the adapter shaft and turntable gear 
motors is to orient the part to a desirable position to maximize the effectiveness of the vibration motors. 
Furthermore, each gear motor will need to make less than one full revolution per vibration period to position 
the part, so the angular velocity of the rotation is not critical. 
 
Although not shown in Figure 5.1, details of the frame supporting the system can be found in section 5.2.1. 
The frame will be attached to the adapter shaft bearings and the adapter shaft gear motor will also be 
supported by the frame to eliminate the bending moment on the motor. Additionally, a powder retaining 
mechanism, or the enclosure, is not depicted in Figure 5.1, Although an enclosure will be included in the 
final system that is used to remove powder from parts, designing an enclosure as part of the scope of this 
project is currently being discussed with LLNL. Further details regarding potential enclosure designs can 
be found in Section 5.2.6. 
 
Details of each subsystem will be provided in the following sections.  
 
 
5.2 Detailed Designs 
 
In order to ensure the TASPR system will perform as designed and expected, each of the subsystems’ 
components had to be designed, be selected, and fit together. This section explains all of the selection details 
for each component and provides justification for why it was chosen to be incorporated in our design. The 
cost, material, vendor, safety risks, and maintenance of the various components will be discussed as 
necessary. 
              
 
5.2.1 Frame Design 
 
The frame needed to use for this project had two major design needs. It needed to be strong enough to hold 
our entire system and it needed to be study enough that no matter the orientation of the printed part it would 
not tip over. This criterion was chosen in order to protect the technicians working with the system as well 
as protect the investment of the printed part and the system itself.  
 
Our team worked with designer Dave Cure who was part of the 80/20 distributor Teco Pneumatic. With 
him, the frame, shown in Figure 5.3 below, was designed that would meet our requirements. The 15 series 
aluminum stock was chosen because it was sturdier and stronger so that it could support all total loads 
better. The details of this design are shown in Appendix I, #17. 
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Figure 5.3. Wire frame model of the Frame. 
 
5.2.2 Primary Rotary System 
 
The Primary Rotary System (PRS) is the system responsible for rotating the turntable system and the 
vibration housing. For clarification on which axis of rotation is controlled by the PRS, refer to Figure 5.1.b. 
It comprises of the adapter shafts, pillow block bearings, flanges, adapter shaft coupler, motor mount, and 
the PRS motor. The PRS and its components can be found in Figure 5.4. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Primary rotary system layout with part number labels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1430 
1440 
1450 1420 1460 
1410 
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Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 5.4: 
• 1410 – Adapter Shaft 1 
• 1420 – Adapter Shaft 2 
• 1430 – PRS Motor 
• 1440 – PRS Torque Coupler 
• 1450 – Adapter Shaft Bearing and Pillow Bracket 
• 1460 – Adapter Shaft Flange 
 
The PRS motor was conservatively sized for the torque required to rotate the turntable system, vibration 
housing, build plate adapter, and printed part around the adapter shaft axis at a low angular velocity. Since 
a wide variety of parts will be mounted to this system, each with its own unique center of mass location, 
the torque required by the adapter shaft motor was calculated using the worst-case center of mass. For 
calculating the required torque, the printed part’s center of mass was placed furthest away from the axis of 
rotation. The required torque by the motor was calculated to be 1,600 in-lbs at 2 rpm. Again, as there is 
virtually no speed requirement, a low angular velocity was used to calculate the torque. These calculations 
can be found in Appendix K. The chosen PRS motor was a gear motor from Grainger that can supply a 
maximum torque of 3,000.0 in-lbs.. This motor with a larger than required torque was chosen because it 
was the cheaper option due to the low rotational speed requirement. A gear motor was chosen because it 
includes the motor and speed reducer all in one package, which reduces the risk of sealing failures. 
Additionally, there will be less parts to assemble and a separate speed reducer and housing won’t have to 
be designed, as the manufacturer specifies the output torque and speeds. 
 
The PRS motor mount, shown in Figure 5.5, is used to ensure all of the torque supplied by the motor goes 
into the adapter shaft and to eliminate the bending moment on the motor. It is a simple part that will be 
machined out of 7075 aluminum purchased from Discount Steel. 7075 Aluminum was chosen for its high 
strength, low price, light weight, and easy machining.  
	
Figure 5.5. PRS motor mount. 
 
The PRS includes two collinear adapter shafts, rather than one shaft, to allow many components of the 
turntable system and the vibration housing and printed part to be on the opposite sides of the axis of rotation, 
acting as a counterweight and ultimately reducing the required torque of the PRS motor. The adapter shafts, 
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shown in Figure 5.6, each contain a step to support the axially locate the shafts. There is also a keyseat that 
will be machined into the end of the shaft for the adapter shaft flange. 
 
In order to design the adapter shafts, a conservative loading was assumed. Since the part mounted to the 
build plate adapter can be of any shape and size, the calculations should account for the worst case scenario. 
In this case, that meant that the center of gravity is located at the farthest point from the shaft on the largest 
possible part. The shaft diameters were sized for a 1160 in-lb bending moment and a torque of 1247 in-lb 
using the DE-Goodman failure criteria, and the resulting diameter was 1.75” with a step size of 1.60. The 
resulting factor of safety was 1.92. A large safety factor was used because although the vibration caused by 
the vibration motors will be isolated from the rest of the system as much as possible, there is a possibility 
that some vibration will get translated to the turntable shaft, and the large factor of safety is incorporated to 
mitigate the risks of potential vibration issues. Shaft sizing calculations can be found in Appendix’s K and 
L. The shaft will be made out of 304 stainless steel purchased from Discount Steel. 304 stainless steel was 
chosen over aluminum for its high strength, since the adapter shaft will see high loads, and corrosion-
resistant properties.  
 
	
Figure 5.6. Adapter shaft. Adapter shaft 1 is 11” long and adapter shaft 2 is 10” long. An extra inch was 
added to the small diameter of adapter shaft 1 to fit inside the torque coupler. 
 
The large diameter of the adapter shaft introduced the need for a method of connecting two shafts of 
different diameters, since the gear motor output shafts were not large enough to match the 1.75” diameter 
of the adapter shaft. A machinable-bore clamping shaft coupler will be used as a solution. The coupler is 
purchased with a large bore sized to the larger shaft diameter and a smaller bore that can be machined out 
to the required size for the smaller shaft diameter. Four clamping screws will be used to secure the shafts 
in the coupler and transfer the torque from the motor shaft to the turntable shaft. The chosen coupler from 
McMaster Carr, depicted in Figure 5.7, has a maximum torque rating of 4,220 in-lbs, which is well above 
the 3,000 in-lb torque that the PRS motor will supply.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.7. (a) Machinable-bore clamping shaft coupler. (b) Section view of coupler, added for clarity. 
 
The bearings selected were Size 4 Exalign Self-Aligning Pedestal and Flange Bearing Housings from GBB 
Bearing Technology. The bearings were selected based on a maximum radial load of 120 lbf. Since the 
shaft is rotating at around 1 RPM, the maximum load seen by the bearing is approximately equivalent to 
the static load. The bearings are rated for a static load of 2400 lbf, which gives a factor of safety of 20. This 
very large factor of safety is due to the size of the shaft. Any of the bearings that have a large enough bore 
size to accommodate the shaft are capable of supporting loads far greater than what is required for this 
application. The selected bearings are self-aligning so that any effects of misalignment between the two 
adapter shafts will be minimized. Calculations for the load rating of the bearing can be found in Appendix’s 
K and L. 
  
Figure 5.8. Self-aligning pillow block bearing. 
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The adapter shaft flange acts as the interface between the adapter shafts and the turntable system, and also 
transfers the torque from the gear motor to the turntable system and ultimately the printed part. The selected 
flange purchased through Stafford Manufacturing will be made of 303 stainless steel, which is a strong 
material with corrosion-resistant properties. It is attached to the shaft with a clamp and includes a keyway 
to transfer the torque from the adapter shafts to the turntable system. The key will be simple 6061 aluminum 
key stock purchased from McMaster-Carr and cut to length.  
 
	
Figure 5.9. Flange used for adapter and turntable shafts. 
 
5.2.3 Turntable System 
The turntable system, depicted in Figure 5.10, provides the secondary axis of rotation for the system. The 
joining box acts as a compact interface between the adapter shaft and turntable system. It also provides a 
location for the bearings and seals. The joining box will be machined out of 7075 aluminum purchased 
from Discount Steel. Aluminum was chosen over steel because it is lighter, cheaper, and easier to 
manufacture than steel, and 7075 aluminum was chosen because it is a high-strength aluminum alloy. Two 
halves will be fabricated and fastened together with ¼” bolts and nuts. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.10. (a) Turntable system. (b) Section view of turntable system added for clarity. 
 
 
Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 5.10: 
• 1210 – Turntable Shaft 
• 1220 – Turntable Flange 
• 1230 – Turntable Bearings 
• 1240 – Turntable Joint Box 
• 1250 – Turntable Motor 
• 1260 – Turntable Torque Coupler 
• 1280 – Turntable Motor Mount 
• 1290 – Turntable Rotary Shaft Seals 
 
In the event that powder comes into contact with the joining box, it is crucial that it the box is sealed. As 
such, spring-loaded rotary shaft seals will be used to prevent powder from getting inside the box, which 
would accelerate wear on the turntable bearings and shaft. These types of seals are inexpensive and 
commonly used for retaining oil in machining equipment with rotating shafts, thus will be an ideal choice 
for a possibly powder-rich environment. Two of these rubber seals will be purchased from McMaster Carr 
and will be seated in a bore in the joining box for maximum powder sealing. 
 
1250 
1260 1280 
1240 
1210 
1290 
1230 1220 
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Figure 5.11. Underside of the rotary shaft seals to be implemented in the turntable system. 
 
Similar to the PRS motor, the turntable gear motor was conservatively sized for the torque required to rotate 
the part around the turntable shaft axis at a low angular velocity. Since a wide variety of parts will be 
mounted to this system, each with its own unique center of mass location, the torque required by the 
turntable motor was calculated using the worst-case center of mass. For calculating the required torque, the 
printed part’s center of mass was placed furthest away from the axis of rotation. The required torque by the 
motor was calculated to be 288 in-lbs at 3 rpm. Again, as there is virtually no speed requirement, a low 
angular velocity was used to calculate the torque. These calculations can be found in Appendix K. The 
chosen motor for the turntable was a gear motor from Grainger that can supply a maximum torque of 341.0 
in-lbs. As with the PRS, a gear motor was chosen for the turntable system for the same reasons listed in 
Section 5.2.2. 
 
The turntable motor flange, as shown in Figure 5.12, is used to ensure all of the torque supplied by the 
motor goes into the adapter shaft and to eliminate the bending moment on the motor. It is a simple part that 
will be machined out of 7075 aluminum purchased from Discount Steel. 7075 Aluminum was chosen for 
its high strength, low price, light weight, and easy machining.  
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Figure 5.12.  Turntable Motor Flange. 
 
The turntable shaft, as shown in Figure 5.13, contains two steps, resulting in a larger diameter in the center 
of the shaft and smaller diameters at the shaft ends. The purpose of the steps is to support the axial load of 
the printed part, build plate adapter, vibration housing, and turntable motor, and locate the shaft axially. 
The shaft must be able to support loads in any orientation, which introduced the need for two steps. For 
example, for the orientation of the turntable system in Figure 18 the bottom step would take up the axial 
load, but if the adapter shaft was rotated 180° so the part was upside down, the other step would need to 
support the axial load. There is also a keyway that will be machined into the end of the shaft for the turntable 
shaft flange. 
 
Like many other components, the turntable shaft was sized with the printed part’s center of mass placed 
where it would cause the greatest bending moment, which was at the end of the part with the shaft 
horizontal. The shaft was sized at the location of the step closest to the turntable flange, as the bending 
moment is close to the maximum bending moment in the shaft and a stress concentration is present. The 
shaft diameters were iteratively sized for a 1,253 in-lb bending moment and the resulting diameters were 
11/8” and 13/8”. The resulting factor of safety was 2.24. A large safety factor was used because although the 
vibration caused by the vibration motors will be isolated from the rest of the system as much as possible, 
there is a possibility that some vibration will get translated to the turntable shaft, and the large factor of 
safety is used to mitigate the risks of potential vibration issues. Additionally, the maximum deflection of 
the shaft was calculated to be 0.0019” at the flange that connects to the vibration housing base, which is an 
acceptable deflection for this shaft. Shaft sizing calculations can be found in Appendix’s K and L. The shaft 
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will be made out of 304 stainless steel purchased from Discount Steel. 304 stainless steel was chosen over 
aluminum for its high strength, since the turntable shaft will see high loads, and corrosion-resistant 
properties.  
 
	
Figure 5.13. Turntable shaft. Overall length is 81/8”, large diameter is 13/8”, small diameter is 11/8”. 
 
 
Figure 5.14. Clarification of printed part center of mass location. 
 
A machinable-bore clamping shaft coupler will also be used to connect the output shaft of the turntable 
motor to the turntable shaft. The chosen coupler will be very similar to the adapter shaft torque coupler, 
depicted in Figure 5.7. The only distinction will be the different bore diameters to accommodate the 
requirements of the turntable system. The selected coupler has a maximum torque rating of 1,695 in-lbs, 
which is well above the 341.0 in-lb torque that the turntable motor will supply.  
 
Tapered roller bearings have been selected to support the thrust load from the printed part, build plate 
adapter, vibration housing, and turntable motor in any orientation. The results from the bearing sizing 
analysis can be found in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. First design iteration bearing sizing analysis results. 
Load Type Max. Load in System (lbf) Max Load Capacity (lbf) Factor of Safety 
Radial (Static) 466 12,100 26.0 
Radial (Dynamic) 542 2,700 4.99 
Thrust 120 1,600 13.3 
 
The large diameter of the shaft limited the bearing options to those with large load capacities, resulting in 
the large safety factors seen in Table 5.1. These bearings will be purchased through McMaster Carr. The 
slope of the turntable shaft was calculated at the bearing locations and the maximum slope is -0.0009 rad, 
which is within the acceptable shaft slope range for tapered roller bearings. This calculation can be found 
in Appendix K. 
 
The turntable shaft flange acts as the interface between the turntable shaft and the bottom of the vibration 
housing, and transfers the torque from the gear motor to the vibration housing and ultimately the printed 
part. The selected flange purchased through Stafford Manufacturing will be made of 303 stainless steel, 
which is a strong material with corrosion-resistant properties. It is attached to the shaft with a clamp and 
includes a keyway to transfer the torque from the turntable shaft to the vibration housing. The key will be 
simple 6061 aluminum key stock purchased from McMaster Carr and cut to length.  
 
5.2.4 Build Plate Adapter 
 
The Build Part Adapter (BPA) is the part of the system which fastens to the build plate of the printed part. 
This manufactured component drawing is shown in Appendix J. On the top face of the part there are there 
sets of square-patterned metric bolt holes; M5, M5, and M8 through-hole sizes. These patterns match with 
the hole patterns of the three different sized build plates that the TASPR system is designed to interface 
with. These holes are through-holes and the fasteners holding the build plate will be kept in place by nuts 
and lock washers. The material of the BPA is made from 7075 Aluminum which is stiff and strong enough 
for the loads it will be exposed to. On the bottom sets, there are two types of hole patterns.  The first are 16 
blind holes that will be used with dowel pins to locate the BPA on top of the Vibration Housing. The BPA 
is held onto the Vibration Housing with four locking toggle clamps, with component details listed in 
Appendix I. These locking toggle clamps were chosen for their geometry that would work with our design, 
their cost, and their load rating. These clamps are fixed onto each of the Vibration Housing walls. The set 
of eight holes are blind threaded holes that the vibration motor flanges will bolt to. Each of these four motor 
flanges will used two bolts with locking washers to attach to the BPA and will accommodate up to four 
vibration motors inside the Vibration Housing.  
 
The non-metal dowel pins and toggle clamps are used instead of the more common methods such as 
threaded fasteners in order to isolate the motor vibrations. The vibration motors are attached directly to the 
BPA so the most vibration will go into the printed part. These vibrations could be harmful to other system 
components and potentially damage or weaken fasteners though out the system. To prevent the translation 
of all the vibration through the system, all metal to metal contact between the BPA and the Vibration 
Housing was designed around. In between the BPA and the Vibration Housing is a vibration damping 
neoprene pad, Part Number 1170, that will help prevent the translation of vibrations.  
 
 
5.2.5 Vibration Housing 
 
The Vibration Housing, is the sub-system that is used to protect and support the vibration motors. This 
subsystem is made of two front walls, two side walls, and a base plate that they are bolted to. In between 
the walls and the base plate is another vibration damping pad. All these components are made from 7075 
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Aluminum because of the machinability, stiffness, and strength of the material. The base plate also has a 
set of through-holes in a pattern at the center of the plate in order to interface with the turntable shaft.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15. Vibration Housing and BPA Assembly layout with part number labels. Note: interior 
components not shown, fasteners not included. 
 
Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 5.15: 
• 1100 – Vibration Housing  
• 1110 – Build Plate Adapter 
• 1120 – Vibration Motor Flange 
• 1130 – Vibration Motors 
• 1140 – Dual-Mount Hold-Down Toggle Clamps 
• 1150 – Vibration Housing Base Plate 
• 1160 – Vibration Housing Walls 
• 1170 – Vibration Damping Material 
 
 
5.2.6 Enclosure Design Ideas 
 
For this system to be operational in a working environment it will need to be enclosed in such a way that 
metal powder is not a risk for getting into the air and can be collected and reused. The scope of this project 
is only to prove the concept of being able to remove power with the TASPR orientation and vibration 
method. Proving this will not require an enclosure to be fabricated. An enclosure will be designed based on 
Sponsor feedback. The proof of concept idea is further explained in Section 8: Design Verification Plan. 
1140	
1110	
1150	
1160	
1170	
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There are currently two preliminary design ideas that could be the theoretical design chosen to be modeled. 
Both designs would allow for powder collection, and have at least one clear wall so the part can be viewed 
during operation of the system. The first design is an enclosure that encompasses the whole system except 
for half of each adapter shaft, the adapter shaft motor, and the frame. The part would be loaded on the BPA 
and then the enclosure would be closed around it. The second idea is of a smaller enclosure just around the 
BPA and the printed part. It would be placed over the printed part before the system starts up. This enclosure 
would be bolted to the vibration housing.  
 
 
5.2.7 Fastener Analysis 
 
Many of the main components on TASPR are held together by threaded fasteners. These fasteners had to 
be chosen carefully in order to ensure that there is an extremely low chance that there could be a critical 
failure which could lead to safety and system failure risks. These hasteners were chosen to withstand shear 
and axial loads. All of the fasteners chosen had a very high strength in order for them to be pre-loaded with 
the appropriate amount of force.  Table 5.2 shows which system components are held together with what 
different type of fastener. It also the largest load that each set of fasteners will undergo during maximum 
expected loading, the number of fasteners, and the size of the fastener. Associated with each fastener group 
is a factor of safety. The factors of safety numbers are very high so that potential bolt loosening and bolt 
fatigue due to the vibrations of the motors will, at least in part, be accounted and designed for. 
 
Table 5.2 First design iteration fastener details and factors of safety. 
 
 
5.3 Cost Analysis 
 
The cost of the entire system is composed of the cost of raw materials to be manufactured into parts and 
purchased components. Because of the large number of components in this system, steps were taken to 
reduce the overall cost of the project. These steps include, finding discounted suppliers for raw materials; 
optimizing motors, bearings, and shaft sizes; testing vibration motors to find the required size and number 
for them to adequately remove powder; and working with vendors to get competitive prices. For instance, 
the educational aspect of this project and the association with Cal Poly SLO, the Frame subsystem is being 
provided to use at a 20% discount. Below are the proposed budgets for our whole system shown in Table 
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5.3 and the budget for raw materials in Table 5.4. Detailed information about the detailed part costs can be 
found in the Bill of Materials in Appendix G, and cost, vendor links for purchased parts, and detailed 
specification sheets are in Appendix I. These prices do not include the shipping cost. 
 
5.3.1 Proposed Budget  
 
Table 5.3 shows the total number of parts including fasteners, the number of manufactured parts, and the 
cost of each subsystem in TASPR. This cost includes the cost of the first vibration motor that is being 
purchased for testing ($55.75) and the two orientations motors (total cost of $1301). 
 
Table 5.3. First design iteration subsystem and full system part counts and costs. 
 
 
 
5.3.2 Raw Material Budget 
 
Table 5.4 contains vendor, raw material size, number of parts, and total cost of material for each of the 
manufactured parts.  
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Table 5.4 First design iteration manufactured part detailed information. 
 
 
 
5.4 Safety and Maintenance 
 
The safety of operators of the system was paramount when it came to designing TASPR. Making sure that 
the people working with system, the parts being cleaned, and the system itself all remain undamaged during 
and after operation was the reason behind many decisions.  
 
One of the design requirements is that TASPR remains functional for the whole required lifespan of 1 year. 
This means that regular maintenance will have to be performed. 
 
This section discusses the safety concerns and the risk mitigating designs as well as the purposed 
maintenance to keep the system operational for its full lifespan.  
 
 
5.4.1 Designs for Safety and Safety Concerns 
 
Table 5.5 lists the major identified system risks, the severity of the problem should it occur, and the 
implemented design solution to the problem.  
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Table 5.5. First design iteration s5afety risks and design solutions. 
 
 
 
5.4.2 Maintenance 
 
Metal powder is likely to get into most places. Because of this, many parts of TASPR were designed for 
ease of cleaning. The holes on top of the BPA are through-holes so that powder can be cleanout out of them. 
If they were blind holes, powder could get trapped and build up inside of them without an easy thread 
cleaning method. At regular intervals the system should be cleaned of powder from key places such as off 
of surfaces, inside external crevices, and any powder build up in fastener holes.  
 
The bearings in both the PRS and the Turntable System will need to be lubricated at manufacturer specified 
intervals. This will ensure proper function of the bearings. 
 
At regular intervals the spring-loaded rotary shaft seals will need to be checked for damage. These are the 
most likely component that will need to be replaced, due to powder damage and wear, to ensure that there 
is always good seal on the Turntable Assembly to keep powder out.  
 
The intervals at which the system must be cleaned and at which routine inspection should occur will be 
determined after data is collected through empirical system testing.  
 
6. Final Design 
 
6.1 Design Overview 
 
A number of significant design changes occurred since the Critical Design Review. Most of these changes 
were made in order to reduce the overall scope of the project given the remaining time. For example, the 
motors were expensive, bulky, and unnecessary to prove the effectiveness of the powder removal concept. 
Additionally, the project’s scope was reduced to only accommodate one build plate size, 125x125 mm, 
which eliminated the need for the build plate adapter and resulted in a simpler and smaller design. With the 
new design evolved a more descriptive name for the design: the Vibration Induced Powder Evacuator and 
Reclaimer (VIPER). The reduced design can be observed in Figure 6.1. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c)   
Figure 6.1. (a) VIPER (part number 1000, drawing number 1) in upright position. (b) VIPER 
demonstrating its primary rotation system. (c) VIPER demonstrating its secondary rotation system. 
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Figure 6.2 Overall design layout with part number labels. The part number descriptions can be found in 
the list below, while more detailed information can be found in Appendix G, the Bill of Materials. Note: 
frame, fasteners, retaining ring, and secondary key are not shown. 
 
Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 6.2: 
• 1110 -- Primary Shaft 1 
• 1120 -- Primary Shaft 2 
• 1130 -- Primary Bearing 
• 1140 -- Primary Flange 
• 1150 -- Primary Key 
• 1160 -- Primary Locking Flange 
• 1170 -- Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
• 1180 -- Hand Crank 
• 1210 -- Secondary Shaft 
• 1220 -- Secondary Bearing 
• 1230 -- Secondary Flange 
• 1251 -- U-Block Side 
• 1252 -- U-Block Base 
• 1261 -- Canister Base 
• 1262 -- Canister Flange 
1130 
1261 
1230 
1210 
1220 
1252 
1270 1280 
1251 
1160 
1180 
1170 
1110 
1140 
Build Plate 
1262 
1320 1120 
1310 
1263 
1330 
Printed Part 
1150 
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• 1263 -- Canister Wall 
• 1270 -- Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
• 1280 -- Hand Crank 
• 1310 -- Vibration Motor 
• 1320 -- Motor Bracket 
• 1330 -- Vibration Damping Material 
 
As seen in Figure 6.1, this solution still implements similar principles to the design in the Critical Design 
Review. The powder removal method still utilizes two axes of rotation to orient the part and vibration to 
agitate the powder and cause it to flow out of the part. The hand cranks will be used to position the part to 
position the drain hole in the optimal location for powder to flow out. Once the system is in the correct 
orientation, the rotation axis will be secured using locking pins, and the vibration motor will be turned on 
to shake the powder loose. As in the previous design, the rotation is solely used to increase the effectiveness 
of the vibration motor, rather than to directly remove powder.  
 
Details about each subsystem will be provided in the following sections. 
 
6.2 Updated Detailed Designs 
 
This section explains the selection details for each component and provides justification for its use in the 
final design. The cost, material, vendor, safety risks, and maintenance of the various components will be 
discussed as necessary. 
 
6.2.1 Updated Frame Design 
 
The frame assembly used for VIPER (part number (PN) 1400, drawing number (DN) 13) is very similar in 
design to the frame listed in section 5.2.1 for the previous design iteration. The main difference is that the 
legs connecting the two vertical components of the frame were lengthened and moved to the outside of the 
frame instead of running down the middle, as can be seen in Figure 6.3. Note that the CAD models utilize 
double-slot 80/20 bars, while the physical prototype’s frame used single slot. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Updated frame design (PN 1400, DN 13). Note: The CAD model shows double-slot 80/20, 
while the final design used single-slot bars. 
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6.2.2 Updated Primary Rotation System (PRS) 
 
The updated PRS (part number (PN) 1100, drawing number (DN) 2) fulfills similar functions as the system 
of the same name in the previous design. In this case, however, it is responsible for rotating the u-block and 
canister subsystems. The rotation controlled by the PRS can be observed in Figure 6.1.b. It comprises of 
the primary shafts, primary bearings, primary flanges, primary locking flange, spring-loaded pull pin, and 
hand crank. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Final primary rotation system (PN 1100, DN 2) layout with part number labels. The part 
number descriptions can be found in the list below, while more detailed information can be found in 
Appendix G, the Bill of Materials. Note: fasteners are not shown. 
 
Below is a list of the components listed in Figure 6.4: 
• 1110 -- Primary Shaft 1 
• 1120 -- Primary Shaft 2 
• 1130 -- Primary Bearings 
• 1140 -- Primary Flanges 
• 1150 -- Primary Key 
• 1160 -- Primary Locking Flange 
• 1170 -- Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
• 1180 -- Hand Crank 
 
The parts contained in the PRS were conservatively sized to support a worst-case center of mass, since each 
printed part can have its own geometry and weight distribution. In this case, it was assumed that the center 
of mass of the printed part was on one of the top corners, which would produce the maximum moment, of 
the largest part that could be printed in the SLM 125 printer. The fact that the VIPER device is sized only 
for the smallest build plate decreases the predicted loads significantly from the previous design, leading to 
generally smaller components. 
 
1110 
1150 
1120 
1130 
1170 
1180 
1160 
1140 
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Rather than using a single shaft, the PRS utilizes two collinear shafts to allow for a design with the 
secondary axis of rotation centered on the device. This design allows for the center of mass of the secondary 
rotation system to be closely aligned with the axis of the primary rotation system, significantly reducing 
the torque required to rotate the PRS.  
 
Primary shaft 1 (PN 1110), depicted in Figure 6.5, was designed to drive the rotation in the primary 
direction. The keyseat holds the primary key that transfers the torque to the primary flange and ultimately 
to the secondary rotation system. The step in the shaft provides a surface to seat the bearing against, and 
helps to keep the device horizontally aligned on the frame. An undercut at the step in the shaft allows for 
an even seating in the primary bearing and to relieve the stress concentration due to the shaft step. A M16 
x 2mm tapped hole was added to the end of this shaft to mount the hand crank to the system by large bolt. 
Primary shaft 2 (PN 1120) is very similar to primary shaft 1, except primary shaft 2 has a shorter stepped 
portion and lacks the tapped hole in the end, since the locking mechanism is only on the side of primary 
shaft 1. The shafts were sized for a 152 in-lb bending moment and a torque of 325 in-lb using the DE-
Goodman failure criteria, and the resulting diameter was .75” or about 20 mm, with a step up to 25mm. 
Metric sizes were used for these shafts because Misumi USA, a vendor that machines custom shafts, 
exclusively uses metric dimensions, and going through this vendor saved a significant amount of 
manufacturing time. The safety factor for this diameter was 2.8. A large safety factor was used because 
while the vibration damping material should isolate vibration from the rest of the device as much as 
possible, some vibration will likely translate to the shafts. The high safety factor should reduce the risk of 
some of the potential vibration issues. Shaft sizing calculations can be found in Appendices K and L. They 
were made from 52100 bearing steel for high strength, as they see relatively high loads, and very low 
amounts of deflection are ideal. 
 
Figure 6.5. Primary shaft 1 (PN 1110). Primary shaft 2 (PN 1120) is very similar, except it has different 
lengths and no tapped hole in the end. 
 
The primary bearings selected (PN 1130), shown in Figure 6.6, are cast-housing pillow-block bearings from 
Misumi USA. These bearings were primarily selected based on the bore size of 20 mm, but they are rated 
for a static load of 6600 lbf, which is more than adequate for the 70 lbf maximum radial load they will see. 
For this application, the static load is considered to be approximately equivalent to the dynamic load due to 
the very low rotation speeds.  
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Figure 6.6. Primary bearings (PN 1130). 
 
The primary shaft flange (PN 1140), seen in Figure 6.7, acts as the interface between the primary shafts and 
the secondary rotation system, transferring the torque from the hand cranks to allow for the rotation of the 
device about the primary axis. The selected flange is made of black oxide coated 1117 Carbon Steel and 
purchased form McMaster-Carr. The primary key (PN 1150, DN 3), seen in Figure 6.8, is steel key stock 
purchased from McMaster-Carr and cut to the length of the shaft keyseat, 25 mm. 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Primary shaft flange (PN 1140). 
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Figure 6.8. Primary key (PN 1150, DN 3). 
 
The primary locking flange (PN 1160, DN 4) serves as another interface between the primary rotation 
system and the frame, along with the primary bearings. The purpose of this component is to lock the position  
of the primary rotation system when it is not being rotated. The two 5/16” holes on the base of the flange 
are used to bolt the flange to the frame. The large hole in the center of the flange is a clearance hole that 
primary shaft 1 goes through. The hole pattern around the large hole is used to lock rotation by holding the 
pin of the spring-loaded pull pin in place at various angles. It was made from 7075 aluminum because of 
the metal’s high strength to weight ratio and easy machinability. 
 
Figure 6.9. Primary locking flange (PN 1160, DN 4). 
 
The spring-loaded pull pin (PN 1170), depicted in Figure 6.10, interacts with the primary locking flange to 
prevent free rotation in the primary direction when not in use, while the hand crank (PN 1180), featured in 
Figure 6.10, allows for an ergonomic method of manipulating the orientation about the primary axis. The 
pull pin consists of a barrel and a spring-loaded pin. The barrel is tapped so that the pin can be threaded in, 
and the pin is wrapped in a spring so that when the pull handle is pulled, the pin retracts into the barrel and 
the spring is compressed. If the hand crank is dropped during use, the device will not rotate out of control, 
but rather the spring will push the pin into one of the primary locking flange holes, essentially acting as a 
passive-motion, active brake mechanism. This design provides a safety mechanism to prevent the VIPER 
device from spinning freely if the crank handle is released during rotation. The hand crank and the barrel 
of the pull pin are welded together to create a complete mechanism for rotating and locking the system by 
hand.  
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Figure 6.10. Spring-loaded pull pin (PN 1170/1270). 
 
Figure 6.11. Hand Crank (PN 1180/1280). 
 
6.2.3 Secondary Rotation System 
 
The secondary rotation system (SRS) (PN 1200, DN 5), shown in Figure 6.12, allows for a second axis of 
rotation in the system. The u-block (PN 1250) serves as the interface between the primary rotation system 
and the secondary rotation system, and the canister (PN 1260) translates the rotation of the secondary shaft 
to the build plate of the printed part.  
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Figure 6.12. Secondary rotation system (PN 1200, DN 5). Note: The retaining ring and secondary key are 
not shown in this view. Additionally, the gap between the canister wall and canister flanges is for 
vibration damping material. 
 
Below is a list of the components labeled in Figure 6.12: 
• 1210 -- Secondary Shaft 
• 1220 -- Secondary Bearings 
• 1230 -- Secondary Flange 
• 1251 -- U-Block Side  
• 1252 -- U-Block Base  
• 1261 -- Canister Base 
• 1262 -- Canister Flanges 
• 1263 -- Canister Wall 
• 1270 -- Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
• 1280 -- Hand Crank 
	
The secondary shaft (PN 1210), shown in Figure 6.12, is designed to drive rotation in the secondary axis. 
There are four major features of this shaft. The keyseat holds the secondary key, which transfers torque 
from the secondary shaft to the secondary flange and ultimately the build plate of the printed part. The step 
1263 
1261 
1210 
1220 
1270 
1280 
1252 
1251 
1262 
1230 
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in the shaft provides a surface on which to seat the secondary bearing, and supports the weight of the SRS 
when in the upright orientation. The retaining ring groove is positioned so that the retaining ring will support 
the weight in the inverted orientation. Finally, a tapped hole in the end of the shaft allows for the mounting 
of the spring-loaded pull pin and hand crank to the SRS using a M16 x 2 mm bolt. 
 
Like the other components, the secondary shaft was sized with the printed part’s center of mass placed 
where it would cause the greatest bending moment, which is at the end of the part with the secondary shaft 
horizontal. The shaft diameters were iteratively sized for a 575 in-lb bending moment, and the resulting 
diameters were 25 mm and 30 mm. Again, metric sizes were used due to the constraint of purchasing from 
Misumi USA. The safety factor for these sizes was 2.24. As with the primary shafts, the large safety factor 
provides helps to mitigate the risk of any potential vibration that translates through the vibration damping 
material. The shaft is made from 52100 bearing steel to minimize deflection, since the shaft will see 
relatively high loads in the system.  
 
 
Figure 6.13. Secondary shaft (PN 1210). 
 
The secondary key (PN 1240, DN 6) and the secondary flange (PN 1230) serve the same purpose as those 
of the primary rotation system. Figures of these components can be found in Figures 6.8 and 6.7, 
respectively. 
 
The secondary bearing (PN 1220), shown in Figure 6.14, is an unretained flange-housing double-deep 
groove ball bearing purchased from Misumi USA. This type of bearing was primarily chosen because it 
was a flange-mounted double bearing, which is capable of supporting the loads in the desired manner, and 
the sizing was based on bore size of 25 mm. The four M6 holes in the bearing allow it to be mounted onto 
the u-block base. 
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Figure 6.14. Secondary bearing (PN 1220). 
 
The u-block base (PN 1252, DN 8), as seen in Figure 6.15, provides a surface to connect the u-block sides, 
the secondary bearing, and the secondary locking mechanism. The 3/8” holes on the sides of the u-block 
base allow for the u-block sides to be mounted. The four M6 through-holes provide a place for mounting 
the secondary bearing, and the smaller hole pattern around the large center hole are for the pin of the locking 
mechanism. On the bottom of the u-block base, the bearing mounting holes are counter-bored to prevent 
them from interfering with the movement of the locking device. The large hole bored in the center of the 
plate allows the secondary shaft to pass through and connect with the spring-loaded pull pin and crank 
handle. The 1” thick plate is made from 7075 aluminum due to the high strength to weight ratio and the 
easy machinability. 
 
Figure 6.15. U-block base plate (PN 1252, DN 8). The face displayed is the bottom, or the side facing the 
hand crank and pull pin. 
 
The u-block sides (PN 1251, DN 7), depicted in Figure 6.16, are the interface between the u-block base and 
the PRS. The two primary flanges mount to the circular M6 hole patterns in the sides, and the three 3/8” 
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holes provide a way to connect to the base plate. The ¾”-thick plate was made from 7075 aluminum due to 
the high strength, low weight, and easy machinability. 
 
Figure 6.16. U-block side (PN 1251, DN 7). 
 
The canister wall (PN 1263, DN 11), displayed in Figure 6.17, is the main component that rotates in the 
secondary rotation system. There are two separate hole patterns in the top of the canister wall that each 
serve their own purpose. On each side, there are three ¼”-28 tapped holes that provide a location to connect 
the canister flanges. Between those holes, there are two ¼” untapped holes that hold acetal dowel pins used 
for locating the correct placement of the canister flanges. On the bottom of the canister, there are six ¼”-
28 tapped holes used for connecting the canister base to the canister wall. A circular shape was chosen for 
this part because the lack of corners allowed for a more compact overall design. The canister wall was made 
using a 6” long, 8” outer-diameter, half inch thick, 6061 aluminum pipe to simplify manufacturing. 
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Figure 6.17. Canister wall (PN 1263, DN 11). The top face displayed is the face that the canister flanges 
mount to. 
 
The canister base (PN 1261, DN 9), shown in Figure 6.18, provides the interface between the canister wall 
and the secondary shaft. The six ¼” through-holes along the outside of the canister base are used to mount 
to the canister wall. The circular M6 through-hole pattern in the center of the canister base was drilled so 
the secondary flange could be mounted. The canister base was made from a ¾” in thick 7075 aluminum 
plate due to the high material strength and easy machinability. 
 
Figure 6.18. Canister base (PN 1261, DN 9). 
 
The canister flanges (PN 1262, DN 10), shown in Figure 6.19, are used to mount the build plate to the rest 
of the system. The two M6 through-holes in the protruding regions line up with the holes in an SLM 125 
build plate. The holes along the outside correspond to the holes on the canister walls, providing locations 
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to locate and bolt down the flanges. The flanges were made using ½” thick 7075 aluminum plate, due to 
the high strength to weight ratio and the easy machinability.  
 
Figure 6.19. Canister flange (PN 1262, DN 10). 
 
6.2.4 Vibration System 
 
The vibration motor (PN 1310), shown in Figure 6.20, is attached to a system via the motor bracket (PN 
1320), shown in Figure 6.21. The motor was selected due to its intermediate size between the massive 
industrial vibration motors and the miniscule motors used in small electronics. This motor produces a 
vibration with frequency (60Hz) and amplitude (1/100 Hp), which is effective at dislodging powder, while 
not being so excessive as to possibly damage the device or printed part.  
 
Figure 6.20. Vibration motor (PN 1310). 
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Figure 6.21. Vibration motor bracket (1320). 
 
The vibration damping material (PN 1330, DN 12), shown in Figure 6.22, provides a way to help isolate 
the vibration of the motor from the rest of the system. The material is nitrile rubber, which damps vibration 
when compressed. Nitrile rubber is a material commonly used in industrial applications to dampen 
vibrations. The material was applied between the canister wall and the canister flanges, as well as between 
the primary bearing and the frame.  
 
Figure 6.21. Vibration damping material (PN 1330, DN 12). Pictured above is the damping material used 
between the canister wall and canister flanges.  
 
6.2.5 Fasteners 
 
The primary joining method used in the VIPER design is threaded fasteners. These fasteners were chosen 
to ensure there is a very low chance of critical failure and safety risks. All of the bolts were chosen with 
high strengths, to allow them to be pre-loaded with the appropriate amount of force and to help them resist 
the shear and axial loads of the system. Appendix M shows the joined components of the system and the 
fasteners used at each, as well as the required preload. In the final prototype, thread locker was applied to 
all threaded fasteners, and torque stripe was applied to all fasteners, except the canister flange fasteners, 
which constantly are removed, to monitor whether the fasteners have become loose during use. 
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6.2.6 Future Enclosure Design 
 
For this system to be operational in a working environment, it will need to be enclosed in such a way that 
the powder does not become an airborne safety risk, or a danger to the mechanical and electrical components 
of the device. Ideally, such an enclosure would also allow the powder to be collected and reused. The scope 
of this project is only to prove the concept of being able to remove power with the VIPER orientation and 
vibration methods. Proving this does not require an enclosure to be fabricated, as all vibration tests will 
occur under a fume hood, and separate from the rest of the device. The proof of concept idea is further 
explained in Section 7: Design Verification Plan. 
 
The current idea for an enclosure design is a container that goes over the printed part and prevents powder 
from entering the environment or interfering with the rest of the system. The enclosure would be mounted 
as a part of the process that mounts the build plate to the VIPER device. A valve or nozzle could be 
incorporated into the enclosure to allow for the draining of the powder before the enclosure is removed. 
One feature that could be useful for the enclosure would be a flat top so that after the enclosure and flanges 
are attached to the build plate, the sub assembly could be flipped and set on top of the enclosure to expose 
the bottom of the build plate for attaching the vibration motor. Otherwise, an additional fixture would be 
required to hold the build plate assembly when attaching the vibration motor. Additionally, ergonomic 
handles could be added to the sides of the enclosure for ease of manipulation. The enclosure material used 
could be transparent for viewing, and should minimize static electricity build-up that can make the powder 
cling to the surfaces. 
 
6.3 Cost Analysis 
 
The cost of the system is the sum of the cost of the purchased parts and the raw materials used. The cost 
was reduced by searching for discounted suppliers for raw materials, optimizing sizes of shafts and 
bearings, and working with vendors to obtain competitive prices. The total cost of the device is $2,484.71, 
and detailed costs of all components and subsystems, can be found in Appendices H and I. 
 
6.4 Safety and Maintenance 
 
The safety of the operators and people in the surrounding areas were a high priority during the design 
process. Ensuring no damage is done to the system itself, the people using it, and the printed parts was a 
major consideration in many decisions. 
 
Due to the design requirement that VIPER must remain functional for a lifespan of 1 year, regular 
maintenance is another aspect of operation. 
 
This section discusses safety concerns and how the device is designed to mitigate risk, as well as the 
proposed maintenance to keep the system operational throughout its lifespan.  
 
6.4.1 Designs for Safety and Safety Concerns 
 
Table 6.1 lists the major system risks, the severity of the problem should it occur, and the implemented 
design solution to the problem. The safety hazard checklist for this design can be found in Appendix N. 
Additionally, a failure modes and effects analysis was performed, which can be found in Appendix P. 
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Table 6.1. Updated safety risks and design solutions. 
Risk Severity Design Solution 
Fastener Failure High Designed with high factors of safety for each orientation. 
System Tipping Over Very High Wide based strong frame, will not tip at worst balanced orientation. 
Shaft Yielding Medium Iteratively designed for maximum loads and moments with high factor of safety. 
Excessive Vibration in 
System High 
Implemented vibration damping materials in locations where 
multiple components interface. 
Vibration Induced 
Fastener Preload Loss High 
High preloads will help keep the joint fastened properly. Torque 
Stripe indications on each critical joint gives a visual indication if 
a threaded joint is starting to back out or becomes unloaded.  
Powder in the Air Very High Proof of concept controlled powder testing under lab fume hood. For actual use, enclosure will seal powder in. 
Pinch Points During Part 
Loading/Unloading High 
Clear use instructions will be provided, hazardous areas will be 
marked, and hand slots will be incorporated to reduce risk. 
 
6.4.2 Maintenance 
 
Due to the proof of concept nature of this design, no enclosure is currently implemented in the built system, 
so powder testing on the full device is not possible, but the enclosure recommendation for future designs 
involves a component covering the part during use. This enclosure would need to be cleaned regularly to 
remove any powder accumulation due to static electricity or the geometry of the component. 
 
The bearings in both the PRS and the SRS need to be lubricated at manufacturer specified intervals to 
ensure proper function of the bearings. 
 
At regular intervals, the spring-loaded pins and locking mechanisms should be checked for damage or wear, 
to ensure the device stays safe and easy to use. These locking pins and springs can be swapped out if they 
being to wear or fatigue 
 
The intervals at which the system must be cleaned and at which routine inspection should occur will be 
determined after data is collected through empirical system testing. A standard rule of thumb is that there 
should be no powder ever outside the enclosure or a proper powder container. Once testing beings, proper 
cleaning techniques and process should be determined and implemented. 
 
7. Manufacturing Processes 
 
All components in the full assembly for VIPER were purchased or manufactured to complete the design. 
The following subsections contain detailed manufacturing processes for each part manufactured in-house 
along with material and vendor information for all components. Fully-dimensioned drawings can be found 
in the drawing package in Appendix J. 
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7.1 Primary Rotation System 
 
7.1.1 Primary Shafts 
 
The steel primary shafts were purchased from Misumi USA with custom specifications for the step in the 
shaft, the keyseat, and the tapped hole. The length of the shafts was found to conflict with the frame during 
assembly when the bearings were seated on the steps, so primary shaft 2 had 1.1” of the unstepped portion 
turned down until it matched the diameter of the stepped portion, as seen in Figure 7.1. 
	
 
Figure 7.1. Turning down unstepped portion of primary shaft 2. 
 
7.1.2 Primary Bearings 
 
The two pillow block primary bearings, depicted in Figure 7.2, were CPDR20 bearings purchased from 
Misumi USA. No machining was necessary.	
 
 
Figure 7.2. Primary pillow block bearings purchased from Misumi USA. 
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7.1.3 Primary Flanges 
 
The primary flanges were black oxide coated steel flange mounted shaft collars purchased from McMaster-
Carr. No manufacturing processes were necessary. 
	
7.1.4 Primary Shaft Key 
 
The primary keys were manufactured using 8 mm x 8 mm steel keystock from Mcmaster-Carr. The 
keystock was cut into 1”-long keys using a cutting wheel, and each key was deburred with a file and ground 
down on the grinding wheel until it fit into the keyseat on the shaft and the keyway in the primary flanges. 
The cutting and grinding can be observed in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7.3. Cutting the primary key. 
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Figure 7.4. Grinding the primary key. 
 
 
7.1.5 Primary Locking Flange 
 
First, the angle stock purchased from Discount Steel was cut to size on the horizontal band-saw. Then, it 
was faced down on the mill. The M6 circular hole pattern and the center hole were drilled and bored using 
the mill. 
 
The primary locking flange was manufactured using an 8” x 8” x ½”, 4” long piece of aluminum angle 
stock. The length of the piece was reduced by 1” using the horizontal band saw, and the height and width 
were reduced by 2” and 5” respectively, also using the horizontal band saw. This process can be seen in 
Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5. Cutting the net shape of the locking flange on the horizontal band saw. 
 
Once the net shape of the part was made, the sides of the flange were faced down using an end mill, as seen 
in Figure 7.6.  
 
 
Figure 7.6. Facing down the sides of the primary locking flange using an end mill. 
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All the holes on the flange were located and center drilled using the digital readout (DRO), as seen in Figure 
7.7. 
 
 
Figure 7.7. Center drilling the circular hole pattern in the primary locking flange. 
 
5/16” through-holes were drilled in the base of the flange, as seen in Figure 7.8, and a circular M6 through-
hole pattern was drilled into the vertical face of the flange using a drill bit on the manual mill. 
 
 
Figure 7.8. Drilling holes in the base of the primary locking flange. 
 
Finally, the large center hole was initially drilled using a large drill bit. Then, a boring bar was used to bore 
out the rest of the hole, as seen in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. Lastly, all the edges of the part were deburred using 
a file and conical deburring tool. 
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Figure 7.9. Starting center hole using drill bit. 
 
 
Figure 7.10. Cutting center hole using boring bar. 
 
7.1.6 Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
 
The spring-loaded pull pin was an aluminum barrel t-handle pull pin indexing plunger from Fixtureworks. 
No manufacturing was required.	
 
7.1.7 Hand Crank 
 
The hand crank was an adjustable position crank handle with revolving grip purchased from McMaster-
Carr. After purchase, the base of the handle was ground down on a grinding wheel to remove the black 
oxide coating and provide a flat surface for welding to the pull pin barrel.	
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7.1.8 Primary Rotation System Assembly 
 
Before assembly of the primary rotation system, the hand crank and spring-loaded pull pins needed to be 
welded together. This process can be seen in Figure 7.11. 
 
 
Figure 7.11. Welding the hand cranks and pull pins together. 
 
The first step in assembling the system was fitting the primary keys into the primary shafts. The keys were 
chilled in a refrigerator while the shaft was heated using a heat gun, as seen in Figure 7.12.  
 
 
Figure 7.12. Heating the shaft to prepare for insertion of the key. 
 
The keys were then tapped into place in the keyseat using a rubber mallet, demonstrated in Figure 7.13. 
Once the keys were seated, the shafts were pressed into the primary flanges, and the collar of the flange 
was tightened around the shaft, shown in Figure 7.14. The two primary bearings were put onto the shafts 
with a slip fit, as seen in Figure 7.15. 
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Figure 7.13. Tapping primary key into primary shaft keyseat. 
 
 
Figure 7.14. Fitting the primary flange and primary shaft. 
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Figure 7.15. Fitting primary bearings onto the primary shafts. 
 
The shaft was then put through the center hole in the primary locking flange and the hand crank was fastened 
to the shaft using an M16 x 2 mm bolt. Before the bolt was inserted and preloaded, Locktite® Threadlocker 
Blue 242® was applied to the M16 bolt threads. The purpose of the threadlocker was to ensure this bolt 
does not back out or become unloaded during orientation and vibration operation. 
 
 
7.2 Secondary Rotation System 
 
7.2.1 Secondary Shaft 
 
The steel secondary shaft was purchased from Misumi USA with custom specifications for the step in the 
shaft, the keyseat, the tapped hole, and the retaining ring. No in-house manufacturing was necessary. 
 
7.2.2 Secondary Bearings 
 
The secondary bearing was an unretained, double-deep groove ball bearing with a flange housing purchased 
from Misuimi USA. No manufacturing was required. 	
 
7.2.3 Secondary Flange 
 
The secondary flange was a black oxide coated steel flange mounted shaft collar purchased from McMaster-
Carr. No manufacturing processes were necessary.	
 
7.2.4 Secondary Key 
 
The secondary key was procured and manufactured the same way as the primary key in section 7.1.4 above. 
 
7.2.5 U-Block Base 
 
The u-block base plate was manufactured using a 1”-thick plate of 7075 aluminum from Discount Steel. 
The net shape was achieved using a waterjet cutter, as seen in Figure 7.16. 
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Figure 7.16. Waterjet cutting the net shape of the u-block base plate. 
 
Once the net shape was cut, the plate was faced down using a fly cutter. The next step was to drill the 3/8” 
holes in the sides of the plate. The centering holes were made with a center drill on the manual mill, but 
the actual holes were drilled using the drill press, because the manual mill could not fit the fixture, upright 
base plate, and drill bit. Two four-hole circular M6 through-hole patterns were drilled using the manual 
mill: one for the secondary bearing, and one for the locking pins. This process can be seen in Figure 7.17. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.17. Drilling the circular hole patterns in the u-block base. 
 
The center hole in the u-block was machined using a drill bit on the mill, as shown in Figure 7.18, and then 
centered in the circular hole patterns using a boring bar, as seen in Figure 7.19. 
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Figure 7.18. Starting the u-block center hole using manual mill. 
 
 
Figure 7.19. Expanding the u-block center hole using boring bar.  
 
The 3/8” holes on the sides of the u-block base were then tapped using a ¾”-24 tap and cutting fluid. 
Once the holes were tapped, a slot was made with an end mill to form what was effectively a counterbore 
on the bottom of the plate so that the bolt heads used to mount the bearing wouldn’t interfere with the pin 
of the locking mechanism. This process is shown in Figure 7.20. Once everything was machined, the 
rough edges were deburred using a file and conical deburring tool. 
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Figure 7.20. Milling slots in the u-block base plate. 
 
7.2.6 U-Block Side  
 
The u-block sides were manufactured from ¾” aluminum plates from Discount Steel. The net shape of the 
side plates was cut out using the waterjet cutter, as seen in Figure 7.21. 
 
 
Figure 7.21. Waterjet cutting the net shape of the u-block sides. 
 
The next step was to face down the surfaces of the plate using the fly cutter. After facing, all the holes were 
located and center drilled on the manual mill, as seen in Figure 7.22. 
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Figure 7.22. Locating holes using the edge finder and DRO before center drilling. 
 
Once the holes were located, the 3/8” through-holes and the circular M6 through-hole pattern were 
drilled. To finish manufacturing, the plate was deburred using a file and conical deburring tool. 
 
7.2.7 Canister Base 
 
The canister base was manufactured from a ¾” aluminum plate from Discount Steel. First, the net shape 
was achieved using the waterjet cutter since a circular shape is difficult to produce using non-computer 
controlled methods, and the diameter was too large and the length was too short for a lathe. The next step 
was to mount the plate into a rotary chuck on a manual mill and drill the ¼” holes along the outside. This 
process involved locating the first hole with the DRO, using the radius from the canister base center, and 
center drill and rotating the chuck to angle of each of the other holes, as seen in Figure 7.23. 
 
 
Figure 7.23. Drilling the outside hole pattern of the canister base. 
 
The circular M6 hole pattern in the center of the canister base was drilled in roughly the same way as the 
holes along the outside, as shown in Figure 7.24. 
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Figure 7.24. Drilling the circular M6 hole pattern in the canister base. 
 
Finally, after drilling all the holes, the surfaces were faced down using a fly cutter, as seen in Figure 7.25, 
and all rough edges were deburred with a file and conical deburring tool. 
 
 
Figure 7.25. Facing down the canister base plate using the fly-cutter. 
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7.2.8 Canister Flanges 
 
The canister flanges were manufactured from a plate of ½” aluminum from Discount Steel. The net shape 
was cut using a waterjet cutter due to the rounded geometry. The two flanges were left connected through 
the cutting process to allow the use of the rotary chuck on the manual mill. The next step in the 
manufacturing process was to drill the ¼” through-holes along the outside of the flanges by locating one 
hole and rotating the chuck to the angle of the next hole. This process can be seen in Figure 7.26. As with 
the other components, all holes were center drilled before actually drilling through. 
 
 
Figure 7.26. Drilling the ¼” through-holes along the outside of the canister flanges. 
 
The next step was to drill the four M6 through-holes in the protruding parts of the flanges, which connect 
the canister flanges to the build plate. They were located with the DRO, center drilled, and drilled through, 
as shown in Figure 7.27. 
 
 
Figure 7.27. Drilling the M6 holes in the canister flanges. 
 
Once all the holes were drilled, the pieces connecting the flanges were cut off using a vertical band saw, as 
shown in Figure 7.28, and all edges were deburred with a file, conical deburring tool, and Dremel® tool. 
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Figure 7.28. Cutting connecting pieces off of the canister flanges. 
 
 
7.2.9 Canister Wall 
 
The canister wall was manufactured from an 8” outer diameter, 7” inner diameter, 6” long section of 
aluminum pipe ordered from Online Metals. The first step was to level out the surfaces of the pipe by facing 
using an end mill and the rotary chuck, as seen in Figure 7.29. 
 
 
Figure 7.29. Facing down top of the canister wall. 
 
After facing, the next step was to center drill the ¼” holes in the top and bottom of the pipe. The rotary 
chuck was used to locate the angle of each hole after the first hole was located using the DRO. This process 
is shown in Figure 7.30. The canister wall was too tall in the rotary chuck to fit the drill bit above it, so the 
actual drilling of the holes occurred on the drill press, centering the bit in the center holes by adjusting the 
position of the drill bit based on deflection when engaging in the center hole.  
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Figure 7.30. Drilling center holes in the canister wall. 
 
After drilling all the holes in the pipe, the six holes used to secure the canister flanges to the wall and the 
six holes for securing the canister base to the wall were tapped using a ¼”-28 (#3) tap and cutting fluid, as 
depicted in Figure 7.31. 
 
 
Figure 7.31. Tapping the ¼”-28 holes in the canister wall. 
 
To finish off the manufacturing of the canister wall, all rough edges were deburred using a file and conical 
deburring tool, and the surfaces of the canister wall were sanded down. 
 
7.2.10 Spring-Loaded Pull Pin 
 
The secondary spring-loaded pull pin was an aluminum barrel t-handle pull pin indexing plunger from 
Fixtureworks. No manufacturing was required.	
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7.2.11 Hand Crank 
 
The secondary hand crank was an adjustable position crank handle with revolving grip purchased from 
McMaster-Carr. After purchase, the base of the handle was ground down on a grinding wheel to remove 
the black oxide coating and provide a flat surface for welding on the pull pin.	
 
7.2.12 Secondary Rotation System Assembly 
 
The first step for assembling the secondary rotation system was fitting the key into the secondary shaft and 
the shaft into the secondary flange. This process was performed in the same way as the primary shaft 
assembly process in section 7.1.8. Once the shaft assembly was complete, the shaft was fit into the 
secondary bearing with a light press fit, as seen in Figure 7.32. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.32. Fitting the secondary shaft into the secondary bearing. 
 
The next step was to attach the retaining ring using snap-ring pliers, as seen in Figure 7.33. 
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Figure 7.33. Attaching the retaining ring to the secondary shaft. 
 
The shaft was then put through the center hole in the u-block base, and the bearing housing was bolted 
down with M6 nuts, bolts, and washers. The next step was to bolt the u-block sides to the base plate using 
3/8” bolts and washers.  
 
After assembling the u-block, the canister was assembled. The canister base and canister flanges were 
bolted to the canister wall using ¼”-28 bolts and washers. The canister base was then mounted to the 
secondary flange attached to the secondary shaft using six M6 nuts, bolts, and washers. 
 
The secondary hand crank and spring-loaded pull pin were welded together in the same way as the primary 
crank and pin in section 7.1.8. The handle was bolted to the secondary shaft using an M16 x 2mm bolt. 
Before the bolt was inserted and preloaded, Locktite® Threadlocker Blue 242® was used on M16 bolt 
threads to ensure that the fastener does not back out or unload itself. 
 
 
7.3 Vibration System 
 
7.3.1 Vibration Motor 
 
The vibration motor was a 1/100 Hp, 2900 RPM, 115 V Dayton vibrator motor purchased from Grainger 
through Amazon. No manufacturing was required. 	
 
7.3.2 Motor Mount 
 
The motor mount was a strap-type motor mounting base purchased from Grainger through Amazon. No 
manufacturing was performed on this component.	
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7.3.3 Vibration Damping Material 
 
The vibration damping material was purchased as a ½” thick circular piece of nitrile rubber from McMaster-
Carr. In order to achieve net shape, the rubber was first cut using the laser cutter, as seen in Figure 7.34. 
The rubber was too thick and the surface too uneven for the laser to completely cut through, so the process 
had to be finished using an X-Acto blade. 
 
 
Figure 7.34. Laser cutting the vibration damping material. 
 
At first, a drill press was used to attempt to drill though the damping material, but it would not produce an 
adequately sized hole, so a Dremel® tool was used to bore out the material, as seen in Figure 7.35. 
 
 
Figure 7.35. Boring out the holes in the vibration damping material. 
 
 
7.3.4 Vibration System Assembly 
 
The first step to assembling the vibration system was to fit the motor mount around the vibration motor and 
tighten it down. Once that was done, the motor could be bolted to the base of a build plate customized with 
tapped holes on the bottom for mounting. 
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The next step in the assembly process was to glue the vibration damping material to the canister wall with 
acetal dowel pins. These pins help locate the flanges during operation. This can be seen in Figure 7.36. 
 
 
Figure 7.36. Gluing the vibration damping materials and dowel pins to the canister wall. 
 
 
7.4 Frame 
 
7.4.1 T-Slot Frame 
 
The frame consists of an assembly of fasteners and T-slot bar stock that was shipped from 80/20 Inc. 
Nothing needed to be otherwise purchased or manufactured. 
 
7.4.2 Frame Assembly 
 
The assembly of the frame consisted almost entirely of bolting pieces of the frame together. Each bolt 
screwed into a special piece that was designed to fit into the slots of the frame. 
 
7.5 Full Assembly 
 
The full assembly involved putting together each of the subassemblies to complete VIPER. First, the 
primary flanges were bolted to the U-block side plates using M6 bolts, nuts, and washers. Once the primary 
and secondary rotation systems were joined, 5/16” bolts and T-slot fasteners were used to bolt the primary 
bearings to the frame with a strip of vibration damping material in between the two components. These 
strips of vibration damping material served two purposes. One was to dampen the vibration seen by the 
bearings from the frame, and the other was to provide a means to align the primary rotation system, since 
two shafts were used for a single axis. Screwing the bearings tighter into the damping material changed the 
height the bearings sat at, resulting in a means to adjust the heights of the primary bearings to ensure the 
primary shafts were collinear and parallel to the floor. The locking flange was then bolted to the frame, 
again using 5/16” bolts and T-slot fasteners. The completed assembly is shown in Figure 7.37. 
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Figure 7.37. Completed VIPER assembly. 
 
7.6 Test Fixture 
 
The test fixture was primarily constructed using 2x4 planks from Home Depot. The wood was cut into five 
8” long sections and two 12” long sections using a table saw. The two longer sections were used as a base, 
and the shorter sections were drilled with wood screws into two stacks above them. The two top 8” long 
sections were routed to have a ½” deep groove where the build plate could sit. Once the test fixture was 
assembled, the two stacks of wood were covered with aluminum foil to prevent powder from infiltrating 
any of the cracks in the wood. The completed fixture can be seen in Figure 7.38. 
 
 
Figure 7.38. Assembled test fixture. 
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7.7 Build Plate Fixture 
 
7.7.1 Fixture Layers 
 
The layers of the build plate fixture were manufactured from ¼” thick black acrylic purchased from 
McMaster-Carr. A laser cutter was used to cut out the net shape and holes of each layer, as seen in Figure 
7.39. 
 
 
Figure 7.39. Laser cutting the build plate fixture layers. 
 
The holes in the corners of each layer were not properly aligned after cutting, so a drill press was used to 
drill a more aligned hole through the acrylic.  
 
7.7.2 Fixture Assembly 
 
To assemble the fixture, the layers were stacked in the correct order, and M5 nuts, bolts, and washers were 
used to hold them all together. Figure 7.40 shows the completed build plate fixture. 
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Fixture 7.40. Completed build plate fixture. 
 
7.8 Recommendations for Future Manufacturing 
 
Throughout the manufacturing of the VIPER device, there were several parts of the process that could be 
improved. One recommendation would be to reduce the overall size of most of the components. By 
minimizing the dimensions of the various parts, several of the machining processes would become much 
easier. Reducing the size of the canister wall would have made it possible to drill all the holes on the mill, 
and decreasing the size of the u-block components would make it easier to hold the parts in a mill vise 
clamp. The initial canister wall size was chosen so that the design could accommodate different vibration 
motors if the first motor was ineffective. The testing performed demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
current vibration motor and the next iteration could have a canister wall to reflect the known vibration motor 
size. 
 
Another recommendation would be to use ¼”-20 bolts instead of ¼”-28 bolts, as ¼”-20 bolts are much 
more common, and finding local vendors that carry the right length of the bolt would be made much simpler.  
 
Some of the mistakes made during the manufacturing process could have been avoided by simply taking 
more care with the measurements and locations of features. For example, alignment issues between the u-
block side plates could have been avoided if the mill vise clamp had been checked for being square on the 
mill, and the locking flange center hole could have been bored less if the quality of the drill bits had been 
verified more carefully.  
 
The vibration damping material used in the device ended up being a poor choice, as it was very difficult to 
work with. The main issue was the raised cross hatch pattern that made laser cutting uneven and caused 
issues when trying to drill holes. Having the vibration material as flat on both sides and not corrugated or 
hashed would be a large improvement.  
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8. Design Verification Plan 
 
8.1 Design Verification Plan Report 
 
The full Design Verification Plan Report (DVPR) is included in Appendix E. This report describes all the 
tests that were done to optimize our system. These tests were to yield empirical data that could be used to 
find the following: 
 
• The effectiveness of vibration as a system to remove powder and the optimal length of time of 
vibration  
• Verification that the system cannot tip over at any build plate orientation 
• The system can fully reach every part orientation (full rotation about each axis) 
• Amount of operator time spent mounting the build plate to the device. 
 
These tests include the proof of concept tests that were to demonstrate the functionality of the project and 
determine whether it was a success.  
 
8.2 Proof of Concept Requirements 
 
The goal of this entire design project was to show that the chosen design concept, VIPER, could solve the 
engineering challenges proposed by LLNL. Given the time and safety constraints of this project, the scope 
of the project was narrowed to only include what can reasonably be completed by the design team over the 
course of an academic year. Demonstrating that two rotating axes can position the part to any optimal 
powder removal orientation and that vibration is an effective powder removal method would be sufficient 
to ensure that the proof of concept of the design was a success. Showing that these two system functions 
work properly does not mean they needed to be tested simultaneously. Testing the orientation capability 
and the powder removing capability separately allowed for more time for testing. Additionally, testing was 
safer as the orientation test could be performed with a part with no powder, and the powder removal test 
could be performed under a fume hood. This was to allow the proof of concept to be completed without the 
need for a fully-operational and integrated system. Not having a fully integrated and autonomous system 
meant that there was no need for any electronic control system design, no need for complete enclosure 
fabrication, and potentially a cost savings by the option of not using orientation motors.  
 
Features that were deemed successful could be implemented into a design by another future senior project 
group or LLNL. To prove the designs capabilities, two different types of tests were performed. 
 
8.2.1 Proving Orientation Capability 
 
The full-sized system orientation test detailed in Appendix E tested whether our full system can get to and 
stay locked at any orientation. This was performed by rotating the primary axis to a position, then testing 
the secondary rotation system at all of its possible positions. The test was repeated for every primary rotation 
position. This test would be considered a failure if some orientations were not able to be met or if there 
were any part interferences that could cause damage to the printed part.  
 
All possible orientations were demonstrated and no interferences occurred, thus VIPER passed the 
orientation test. The process can be seen in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1. Performing the orientation capability test. 
 
8.2.2 Proving Vibration Motor Effectiveness 
 
The second component of the design that was to be tested was how well the selected vibration motor could 
shake metal powder loose from a printed part. Unfortunately, early in the testing process, the SLM additive 
manufacturing lab was shut down and prevented printing any further parts due to a safety review. Before 
the review began, one test was performed. The vibration motor was mounted to the bottom of the build 
plate, and the plate was placed into the test fixture, as seen in Figure 8.2. All testing involving powder was 
performed under the fume hood in the Cal Poly Composites Lab to ensure the safety of the participants. 
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Figure 8.2. Vibration motor test setup. 
 
While some of the parts printed on the build plate were not ideal for this kind of test, the vibration motor 
was still very effective. Virtually all of the powder was drained from any of the parts that had a drain hole 
or open feature pointed downward. The parts with open features on the sides still had a large amount of 
powder removed from them, but not nearly as much as the other parts.  
 
Additional testing to determine the effectiveness of removing powder with vibration would involve 
testing a number of different lattice and support material structures, as well as testing to determine the 
optimal amount of vibration motor run time. One method of verification would be to shake out as much 
powder as possible using manual processes, weigh the part, mount and run the vibration motor, and weigh 
again to see how much additional powder was removed. 
 
8.3 Operator Time Test 
 
Given that one of the design requirements was to minimize the operator time, a test of the duration of the 
powder removal process was developed. Unfortunately, the safety review that shut down SLM printing 
also prevented the design team from obtaining a build plate with which to test the operation process.  
 
This design verification would have involved a timed test in which each member of the design team 
would mount the vibration motor and canister flanges to the build plate, mount the canister flanges to the 
canister wall, and orient the device into a specific position to determine how much time an operator would 
spend putting everything together. The process would then be done in reverse to test disassembly time. 
 
8.4 Challenges and Limitations 
 
The primary challenge in the testing process was the aforementioned safety review that prevented any 
interaction with powder or build plates. Two thirds of the testing was prohibited on Cal Poly campus. Before 
the safety review, the primary challenge was the lead time on obtaining printed parts, especially since the 
VIPER system utilizes a custom build plate.  
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One of the limitations of the proof of concept testing was that there was no interaction between the vibration 
motor and the rest of the device. No information was gathered about how much vibration would translate 
from the motor to the frame or rotation systems, nor how that might affect them.  
 
8.5 Recommendations for Future Testing 
 
One of the main recommendations for future testing would be to carry out the testing that was not possible 
to perform during the course of the senior project class. Testing various part types, sizes, and lattice 
structures would provide valuable information about how competitive VIPER is against current powder 
removal methods such as ultrasonic. Testing operator time would also help to gather useful information 
about the usefulness of the design. 
 
Another recommendation would be to start testing how well a system like this could be used for other sizes 
of build plates. This would involve mounting the vibration motor to larger build plates to test its 
effectiveness at that scale.  
 
9. Project Management 
 
9.1 Design Process 
 
The overall design process consisted of several parts. Research and problem definition were the first steps 
in the process. Being able to understand and categorize a problem while determining what needs to be 
accomplished as an end goal is a crucial step in this process. Next, the project scope was generated and the 
statement of work document was created for the project’s sponsor to review and approve. After the 
statement of work was sent to the sponsor, the ideation phase began, in which various types of powder 
removal techniques were brainstormed and fleshed out. Once the details of the design were worked out and 
peer-reviewed, developed design concept was presented to the sponsor in a critical design review. A few 
changes of scope were made to focus on simply the powder removal techniques, and this inherently resulted 
in design changes. After obtaining the sponsor’s approval on a final design, material procurement and 
prototype construction began. Once prototype testing that could be performed was completed, the final 
prototype was checked for safety and tested against the project goals. Finally, the project concluded with a 
senior design project exposition, where the completed project was demonstrated to the sponsors and public. 
After the exposition, all of the prototypes, materials, and files were handed off to Cal Poly and the sponsor. 
Table 9.1 outlines the project’s major deliverables and timeline, and the Gantt Chart in Appendix R displays 
the project’s schedule in a graphical form. The Gantt Chart is a useful tool for tracking a project’s progress 
and organizing the timeline for each task required for the project. Since the critical design review, the chart 
has been updated with the team’s progress in real time. 
 
This project’s design process was to be iterative-intensive. Since there are no good ways to model powder 
behavior during cleaning processes, and such models would be highly subjective due to the simplifying 
assumptions required to create the models, the most effective way to determine whether the design would 
be an effective powder remover was to test as much as possible to figure it out empirically. Ideally, early 
prototyping would give beneficial insights into what materials to use, what types of removal processes are 
most effective, how to safely manage the powder, and the best types of systems to reclaim the powder. 
Since there are many different types of processes for each of these specific tasks, discovering which one is 
the best for the project’s application should be determined by testing as opposed to solely computational 
analysis. Unfortunately, due to a funding issue and a safety concern that prompted an EHS review of the 
printer on campus, there were delays resulting in no extensive testing being completed, as will be discussed 
in section 9.2. 
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Table 9.1. Project timeline. 
Deliverable Description Due Date 
Scope of Work Document Outlining the entire project 10/12/2017 
Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR) First major review of all initial designs of solution 11/9/2017 
Critical Design Review (CDR) Detailed review of all components, costs, analysis, and updated solution 2/6/2018 
Initial Test Plan and Operators 
Manual 
Detailed testing plan for components and system, a 
user’s guide detailing how to operate the system 
and all potential safety hazards 
2/27/2018 
Manufacturing Test and Review Status of component manufacturing, updated test plan, and updated schedule of project completion 3/13/2018 
Operators Manual Complete operator’s manual detailing all safety hazards, all use cases, and general trouble shooting 5/22/2018 
Hardware Safety Demonstration Demonstrate the safety of design and show project progress 5/30/2018 
Final Design Review  Final prototype, final design report, showcase of the project expo poster. 6/1/2018 
Wrap Up Paperwork 
Finishing all final paperwork and handing off all 
project materials, products, and prototypes to 
LLNL/Cal Poly. 
6/7/2018 
 
9.2 Deviations from Plan  
 
There were two major deviations from the formal plan during the design process. The first was the way that 
funding for the project was handled. LLNL has an annually-renewed contract with Cal Poly to provide 
funding for graduate research projects and undergraduate senior projects, and since the contract expires at 
the end of the calendar year, there was a portion of time in which no funding was available. The time 
between the expiration of funding and when new funds were allocated was delayed even further than 
expected by delays passing the budget at the federal level. Unfortunately, this occurred at roughly the point 
in the project where materials used to build the final prototype needed be purchased. This caused significant 
delays in the manufacturing process that in turn delayed some of the testing, reducing the amount of design 
verification that could be done for the project and pushing back the planned date for the Hardware Safety 
Demonstration.  
 
The second major deviation was the SLM printing safety review that began just before more extensive 
powder removal testing would have occurred. Due to concerns about the risks of working with the metallic 
powder after it had been melted/heated, the printing process was shut down and everything that had been 
in contact with the powder was restricted. This prevented not only the testing of how effective the vibration 
motor was, but it also prevented the use of a build plate, which in turn prevented completion of portions of 
the Operator’s Manual (Appendix Q). Since the build plate was where the vibration motor was connected 
to the rest of the system, there was no design verification for how the frame and assemblies responded to 
the vibration, and how well the vibration damping material isolated the vibration from the rest of the system, 
and documentation of how VIPER functions was limited to the separate vibration and orientation systems. 
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
This chapter discusses some of the lessons learned throughout the project, proposed future testing, and 
recommended next steps.  
 
10.1 Lessons Learned 
 
This section lists some of the anecdotal information and advice gained throughout the duration of the project 
which was could be helpful for future design improvements and iterations. 
 
 
10.1.1 Design   
 
• Spend plenty of time ideating about different ways to achieve functionality of different parts of 
the design, not just about different design ideas. 
• If given changes to the requirements to make the scope more reasonable, finalize these changes to 
the requirements as soon as possible. 
• All designs must be made with manufacturability in mind. It is often easier to find a different 
solution that is easier to manufacture, than a more complicated way to manufacture the initial 
design.  
 
10.1.2 Working with Vendors  
 
• Figure out what the critical design features are before speaking with vendors about specifics. 
• For each item needed from a vendor, contact multiple vendors in the industry if possible to get a 
choice of different solutions and costs. 
• Find vendors for as many things as possible (outsourced components vs. in-house manufacturing) 
so that the majority of the time can be spent working on the design and manufacturing of the 
critical and unique parts. 
• Find vendors to use as informational resources when designing or picking components.  
 
10.1.3 Material Selection  
 
• Pick materials that easy to work with (i.e. avoiding things like stainless and tool steel). 
• Take note of the tolerances of the raw material pieces. This will indicate how much time will 
need to be spent ‘correcting’ the material before the actual manufacturing can be done. 
• Make sure threaded fasteners and the material they are threading into are different or coated to 
avoid galling.  
 
10.1.4 Analysis  
 
• Using computer modeling software to help with finding the ideal places to put vibration material 
could be useful to reduce system vibration propagation.  
• When doing stress analysis with software, use a package other than SolidWorks. 
• Complete an analysis on the results of the future testing.  
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10.1.5 Manufacturing  
 
• When using any device that requires the work piece to be placed in a vice, make sure the vice is 
squared before any machining. 
• Make sure that the vice is tight before turning on the cutting tool every time. 
• Make sure that tool cutting speed is correct, factoring in material cutting speed and diameter of 
the tool. 
• Do not cut too much material per pass.  
• Try cutting the vibration material using a band-saw or saw type tool. Laser and X-Acto blade 
cutting on the vibration material were very ineffective. 
• Use an abrasive cutting tool (such as a Dremel) to bore boles into vibration damping material 
rather than a drill. 
• Always check the flute angle of the tip of drill bits, especially with large diameter bits.  
 
10.1.6 Testing  
 
• Make sure the entire area around the test fixture inside of the fume-hood is covered in a plastic or 
similar type material, to assist with cleanup and prevent the spreading of the powder.  
• Make sure that the entire area around the printed part is inside of the powder collection enclosure. 
The powder spreads further than one would expect when the motor is energized. 
 
10.2 Future Design Recommendation 
 
10.2.1 Design Recommendations for Operation 
 
This section explains what still needs to be done to have the VIPER operational and ready to assist in 
powder removal and reclamation efforts. 
 
The component that needs to be fully designed, manufactured, and added to the VIPER assembly is the 
enclosure. This enclosure will serve to keep powder contained during operation and assist in the reclamation 
of the powder. The current concept of the enclosure is one that attaches directly to the build plate, using the 
same 4 bolts that hold the build plate to the canister flanges. It would also need a valve of sorts (most likely 
located at the top of the enclosure) to drain the powder out before the part is rotated back the neutral position 
after the vibration takes place. This is to ensure that the powder is not dumped right back on to the part 
before it is removed from the device and would make removing the re-usable powder from the system much 
easier. It is also recommended that the enclosure has a flat top to stand the enclosure, build-plate, and 
canister flanges upside-down to assist in attaching the vibration motor. An alternative design would need 
an accompanying fixture that conforms to the top of the enclosure for the purpose of assisting in attaching 
the vibration motor.   
 
The final modification that needs to be completed for full operation of VIPER is creating a way for the 
vibration motor to be energized once the build plate subassembly is bolted to the canister wall. The simplest 
solution would be to machine a hole into the side of the canister wall which the vibration motor power cord 
could go through. A better solution would involve adding an electrical interface into the canister wall. The 
operator would plug the vibration motor into the canister wall when attaching the build plate subassembly 
to the device. After the build plate subassembly is attached and VIPER has been set to the correct 
orientation, a power cable could be plugged into the canister wall directly and then into a grounded outlet. 
This would eliminate the possibility of cables being wound or twisted during part orientation as well as 
helping to keep the vibration motor isolated from any stray powder.  
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10.2.2 Recommendations for Design Improvement 
 
Below are possible design improvement ideas for specific parts, sub-systems, and processes for VIPER. 
 
• Locking clamps (toggle clamps) to secure the canister flanges to the canister wall 
• Vibration resistant/damping washers and threaded inserts to help secure fasteners as well as help 
reduce vibration translation through the system 
• Removing the crank handles so manual rotation is controlled by locking pins. Using only the handle 
of the locking pull pin was much easier than using the handles. This would also eliminate all 
welding during the manufacturing of the device. 
• Using a magnetic locking mechanism to secure the vibration motor to the bottom of the build-plate 
to reduce operator time, number of fasteners, and alterations to the build-plate. 
• Battery powered vibration motor to eliminate the needed for a grounded powder source or access 
to power. This would also decrease the complexity of the canister wall and eliminate the cable 
tangle and windup concern with the vibration motor power cable.  
• Adding more vibration damping material between canister walls and canister base 
• Adding feet to the frame to help reduce vibration translation further and prevent scratching of the 
surface it is placed on. 
• Choose a vibration material is that is not patterned or corrugated to help with manufacturing. 
• Increase the number of locking pin holes in the U-block base and the locking flange to allow for 
greater variability of orientation.  
 
 
10.3 Conclusion 
 
This document compiles all the research, analysis, design, manufacturing, assembly, testing, and future 
recommendations completed on this project up to the end of the ME 430 Senior Project Class. As specified 
by the project sponsor, Lawrence Livermore Nationals Labs, the goal of this project was to develop a proof 
of concept device that assisted in the removal and reclamation metal powder from metal 3D printed parts. 
The Vibration Induced Powder Evacuator and Reclaimer (VIPER) is the completed proof of concept device. 
VIPER successfully demonstrated that two rotating axes were an effective method of orientation and could 
help with the removal of powder. The single powder test that was performed also demonstrated the extreme 
effectiveness of vibration as a method of removing powder from internal structures of 316 stainless steel 
printed parts. These two successful tests proved that the VIPER concept can be used to help remove powder. 
This proof of concept device also serves as a good framework that can be scaled up to accommodating 
multiple sized build-plates, motor-controlled drain hole orientation, and optimized vibration times based 
on part geometry. The team working on this project envision a device that is completely automated after 
the part is mounted by a technician, with an algorithm using the CAD of the printed part to control every 
orientation and vibration process. 
 
Further testing is still needed to optimize the powder removal process. These tests will help determine how 
drain-hole size, relative drain-hole angle, lattice size, part size, powder geometry, powder material type, 
and how different vibration motor amplitudes and frequencies affect the powder removal process.  
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Appendix A: Patent List 
List of relevant patents: 
1. Powered removal for element formed by electron beam melting. Karlen, et al. U.S. Patent 9773586. 
This patent describes a process of printing a wire inside the part that can be used to break up material 
in passages for removal. This could be one way to aid powder removal during the actual printing 
process. 
2. Apparatuses, systems and methods for three-dimensional printing. Buller, et al. U.S. Patent 
9254535. This patent explains a process for three-dimensional printing that could help reduce or 
eliminate the need for auxiliary supports. It also describes a number of different ways that powder 
could be removed, such as using vacuums, magnetic forces, electromagnetic forces, electrical 
forces, or physical forces. All of these are potential solutions for this project. 
3. Powder delivery system and method. Kovacevic, et al. U.S. Patent 7045738. In this patent, a system 
designed to dispense additive manufacturing powder is described. The patent also contains details 
about a vacuum powder removal system that could be considered in this design process. 
4. Methods and apparatus for three-dimensional printed composites based on flattened substrate 
sheets. Swartz, et al. U.S. Patent 9776376. Another method for three-dimensional printing is 
considered, this time based upon layers of substrate. The method for powder removal mentioned                   
in this patent is vibration, which is another possibility that should be recognized. 
5. Powder removal device of a medicine dispenser. Yasunaga, et al. U.S. Patent 9333541. This patent 
describes a how a medicine dispenser design strips powder adhered to tablets. This can be used as 
another example of how to potentially use vibration to remove particulate from an object.
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Appendix B: House of Quality
QFD: House of Quality
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Appendix C: Ideation Session Results 
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Appendix D: Decision Matrices 
 
Morphological Matrix: 
  Part	Orientation 
	  Translating,	Rotating	Shaft 
Robotic	
Arm Hoop	as	Gear Centrifuge Hoop	with	Spokes 
Lo
os
en
	P
ow
de
r 
Vibration	Motors 1   4   5 
Compressed	Air           
Automated	Brush           
Fluid	Bath       3   
Automated	
Striking/Tapping 2         
Bubble	Screen           
Ultrasonic           
 
Weighted Decision Matrix: 
  Factors 	
  Cost Manufacturability Footprint Powder	Removing 
Powder	
Reclaiming Reliability Total 
	 Weights 4 3 2 5 2 5 - 
Co
m
bi
na
tio
n 1 16 9 8 10 8 10 61 
2 20 9 8 10 8 5 60 
3 8 12 10 20 1 15 66 
4 12 9 6 15 8 10 60 
5 20 15 6 15 8 15 79 
 
Analysis 
Combination 5, the hoop with spokes part orientation method with vibration motors to loosen the powder, 
was the highest scoring combination. The hoop as a gear would both cost more and be more difficult to 
manufacture than the hoop with spokes. The fluid bath centrifuge would not reclaim any powder, thus not 
being a viable option for bulk powder removal, although if necessary it would be a great residual powder 
removal method. The translating, rotating shaft would not be ideal for heavy parts, as an exceptionally 
robust shaft would be required to support the moment produced by the part. Additionally, the details of the 
translating, rotational shaft would be more complex than the hoop, specifically the translating aspect of it. 
There would need to be a locking mechanism that could lock the shaft in any position along the corner 
radius to ensure the device could work with all drain hole locations. Thus, the best concept from the decision 
matrix was the hoop with spokes using vibration to loosen the powder, and this is the idea that will be 
pursued. 
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Appendix E: Design Verification Process Report 
 
The Design Verification Process Report explains all the tests that will need to be completed to verify that 
the system is working correctly, optimize the functionality of vibration as a powder removal method, and 
ultimately determine whether or not the project is a success. 
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Appendix F: Previous Design Concept Layout Drawings
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Appendix G: Bill of Materials 
Indented Bill of Material (BOM) 
TASPR 
Assy. 
Level 
Part 
# 
Drawing 
# 
Description 
Vendor Raw Material Dimensions/PN Qty Cost 
Ttl 
Cost 
Lvl 0 Lvl 1  Lvl 2  Lvl3  
0	 1000	 1	 Full	Assembly	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
1	 1100	 2	 ------	
Primary	
Rotation	
System	
------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
2	 1110	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Primary	Shaft	1	 ------	 Misumi	
KZBC25-137-
P20-LA52-NA16-
KB56-HB29	
1	 $45.05	 $45.05	
3	 B.M16.60	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 M16x2mm,		60mm	L	 1	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.16	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 M16	Washer	 1	 ------	 ------	
2	 1120	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Primary	Shaft	2	 ------	 Misumi	
KZBC25-120-
P20-LA31-KB60-
HB29	
1	 $42.05	 $42.05	
2	 1130	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Primary	Bearings	 ------	 Misumi	 CPDR20	 2	 $23.10	 $46.20	
3	 B.313.1375	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 5/16"-18,	1.375"	L	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.313	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 5/16"	Washers	 4	 ------	 ------	
2	 1140	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Primary	Flanges	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 9604T18	 2	 $67.11	 $134.22	
3	 B.M6.35	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 M6,	35mm	L	 12	 ------	 ------	
3	 N.M6	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Nuts	 ------	 M6	Nut	 12	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.M6	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 M6	Washers	 12	 ------	 ------	
2	 1150	 3	 ------	 ------	 Primary	Key		 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 92288A230	 1	 $6.48	 $6.48	
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2	 1160	 4	 ------	 ------	
Primary	
Locking	
Flange	
------	 Discount	Steel	
16504,	
8"x8"x1/2"	(4")	 1	 $23.86		 $23.86		
2	 1170	 ------	 ------	 ------	
Spring-
Loaded	
Pull	Pin	
------	 fixtureworks	 CP-K25TAL	 1	 $9.56	 $9.56	
2	 1180	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Hand	Crank	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 6473K78	 1	 $22.75	 $22.75	
1	 1200	 5	 ------	
Secondary	
Rotation	
System	
------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
2	 1210	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Secondary	Shaft	 ------	 Misumi	
KZBC30-124-
P25-LA62-NA16-
KB33-HB29-
TA27	
1	 $76.22	 $76.22	
3	 1211	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Retaining	Ring	 Misumi	
Included	in	
Secondary	Shaft	
Purchase	
1	 ------	 ------	
		 B.M16.60	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 M16x2mm,		60mm	L	 1	 ------	 ------	
		 W.16	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 M16	Washer	 1	 ------	 ------	
2	 1220	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Secondary	Bearings	 ------	 Misumi	
BGRCB6805DD-
35	 1	 $75.35	 $75.35	
3	 B.M6.35	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 M6,	35mm	L	 4	 ------	 ------	
		 N.M6	 ------	 		 		 		 Nuts	 ------	 M6	Nut	 4	 ------	 ------	
		 W.M6	 ------	 		 		 		 Washers	 ------	 M6	Washers	 4	 ------	 ------	
2	 1230	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Secondary	Flange	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 9604T19	 1	 $75.42	 $75.42	
3	 B.M6.35	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 M6,	35mm	L	 6	 ------	 ------	
3	 N.M6	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Nuts	 ------	 M6	Nut	 6	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.M6	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 M6	Washers	 6	 ------	 ------	
2	 1240	 6	 ------	 ------	 Secondary	Key	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 92288A230	 1	 ------	 ------	
2	 1250	 ------	 ------	 ------	 U-Block	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
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3	 1251	 7	 ------	 ------	 ------	 U-Block	Side	
Discount	
Steel	
00953,	3/4"	
(20"x10")	 2	 ------	 ------	
3	 1252	 8	 ------	 ------	 ------	 U-Block	Base	
Discount	
Steel	
00956,	1"	
(9.5"x5.5")	 1	 $77.95	 $77.95	
3	 B.375.150	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 3/8"-24		Bolts	1.50"	L	 6	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.375	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 3/8"	Washers	 6	 ------	 ------	
2	 1260	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Canister	 ------	 ------	 		 1	 ------	 ------	
3	 1261	 9	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Canister	Base	
Discount	
Steel	
00953,	3/4"	
(20"x10")	 1	 $154.24	 $154.24	
3	 B.25.100	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 1/4"-28	1.00"	L	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 N.25	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Nuts	 		 1/4"	Nuts	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.25	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 		 1/4"	Washers	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 1262	 10	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Canister	Flanges	
Discount	
Steel	
03372,	3/8"	
(9"x9")	 2	 $62.13	 $62.13	
3	 B.25.100	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 1/4"-28	Bolts	1"	L	 6	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.25	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 1/4"	Washers	 6	 ------	 ------	
3	 P.25.5	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Dowel	Pins	 ------	
Acetal	Pins	.25",	
.5"L	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 1263	 11	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Canister	Wall	 Online	Metals	
Aluminum	6061-
T6	Extruded	
Tube	8"	x	0.5"	x	
7"	Cut	to:	6"	
1	 $100.86	 $100.86	
2	 1270	 ------	 ------	 ------	
Spring-
Loaded	
Pull	Pin	
		 fixtureworks	 CP-K25TAL	 1	 $9.56	 $9.56	
2	 1280	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Hand	Crank	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 6473K78	 1	 $22.75	 $22.75	
1	 1300	 ------	 ------	 Vibration	System	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
2	 1310	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Vibration	Motor	 ------	 Amazon	
Dayton	10C903	
Vibration	 1	 $51.48	 $51.48	
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Motor,	1/100	
hp,	2	Pole	
2	 1320	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Motor	Bracket	 ------	 Amazon	
Dayton	10C904	
Strap-Type	
Motor	
Mounting	Base	
1	 $10.90	 $10.90	
3	 B.25.50	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 1/4"-28,	.5"	L	 4	 ------	 ------	
3	 W.25	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 1/4"	Washers	 4	 ------	 ------	
2	 1330	 12	 ------	 ------	
Vibration		
Damping	
	Material	
------	 McMaster	Carr	 5996K81	 1	 	80.76		 	80.76		
1	 1400	 13	 ------	 80/20	Frame	 ------	 ------	
Teco	
Pnumatic	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
2	 A1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 A1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 2	 $11.70	
$352.64	
2	 B1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 B1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $7.20	
2	 C1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 C1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 2	 $7.20	
2	 D1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 D1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $6.30	
2	 E1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 E1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $5.40	
2	 F1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 F1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 2	 $2.70	
2	 G1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 G1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 2	 $2.70	
2	 H1515-LS	 ------	 ------	 ------	 H1515-LS	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 2	 $1.35	
2	 7010	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7010	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 24	 $1.95	
2	 7040	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7040	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 16	 $2.60	
2	 7050	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7050	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $1.95	
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2	 7060	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7060	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $1.95	
2	 7065	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7065	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 8	 $3.45	
2	 7080	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7080	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $14.30	
2	 7082	 ------	 ------	 ------	 7082	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 8	 $7.15	
2	 3360	 ------	 ------	 ------	 3360	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 16	 $3.15	
2	 3380	 ------	 ------	 ------	 3380	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 4	 $1.60	
2	 3122	 		 		 		 3122	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 8	 $0.30	
2	 3278	 ------	 ------	 ------	 3278	 ------	 Teco	Pnumatic	 ------	 8	 $0.27	
0	 2000	 ------	 Auxiliary	Fixture	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	 ------	
1	 2100	 ------	 ------	 Acrylic	Sheet	 ------	 ------	
McMaster	
Carr	 8505K757	 1	 $39.86	 $39.86	
2	 B.25.150	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Bolts	 ------	 ------	 1/4"-28,	1.5"	L	 4	 ------	 ------	
2	 W.25	 ------	 ------	 ------	 Washers	 ------	 ------	 1/4"	Washers	 4	 ------	 ------	
	            
Fasteners	for	Purchase	
------	 Part Number ------	 Type	
Package	
Qty.	 ------	 Vendor	 SKU#	 ------	
Number	
of	
Packages	
Cost	 Ttl	Cost	
------	 N.M6	 ------	 M6	Nut	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 94223A101	 ------	 1	 $11.36	 $11.36	
------	 N.25	 ------	 1/4"-28	Nuts	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 95036A034	 ------	 1	 $12.18	 $12.18	
------	 W.M6	 		 M6	Washer	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 90940A415	 ------	 1	 $13.00	 $13.00	
------	 W.25	 ------	 1/4"	Washers	 100	 ------	 McMaster	 92917A155	 ------	 1	 $8.56	 $8.56	
------	 W.375	 ------	 3/8"	Washers	 100	 ------	 McMaster	 96765A150	 ------	 1	 $8.93	 $8.93	
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------	 B.M6.50	 ------	 M6	50mm	L	Bolts	 10	 ------	 McMaster	 91290A295	 ------	 1	 $9.31	 $9.31	
------	 B.25.125	 ------	 1/4"-28	Bolts	1.25"	L	 1	 ------	 McMaster	 92620A572	 ------	 18	 $2.91	 $52.38	
------	 B.25.150	 ------	 1/4"-28	Bolts	1.50"	L	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 91257A566	 ------	 1	 $11.18	 $11.18	
------	 B.375.175	 ------	 3/8"-24		Bolts	1.5"	L	 10	 ------	 McMaster	 91257A658	 ------	 1	 $6.52	 $6.52	
------	 B.375.200	 ------	 3/8"-24		Bolts	2.00"	L	 10	 ------	 McMaster	 91257A659	 ------	 1	 $6.60	 $6.60	
------	 B.M16.60	 ------	 M16x2mm,	60mm	L	Bolt	 5	 ------	 McMaster	 91290A830	 ------	 1	 $6.85	 $6.85	
------	 W.M16	 ------	 M16	Washers	 25	 ------	 McMaster	 90965A230	 ------	 1	 $13.01	 $13.01	
------	 P.25.5	 ------	 Acetal	Pins	.25",	.5"L	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 97155A636	 ------	 1	 $3.47	 $3.47	
------	 B.313.1375	 ------	 5/16"-18,	1.375"	L	 25	 ------	 McMaster	 91251A620	 ------	 1	 $14.47	 $14.47	
------	 W.313	 ------	 5/16"	Washers	 100	 ------	 McMaster	 96765A145	 ------	 1	 $6.53	 $6.53	
------	 B.M6.35	 ------	 M6,	35mm	L	 10	 ------	 McMaster	 91290A202	 ------	 3	 $5.08	 $15.24	
------	 B.375.150	 ------	 3/8"-24		Bolts	1.50"	L	 25	 ------	 McMaster	 91257A657	 ------	 1	 $12.29	 $12.29	
------	 B.25.100	 ------	 1/4"-28	1.00"	L	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 91251A442	 ------	 1	 $11.66	 $11.66	
------	 B.25.50	 ------	 1/4"-28,	.5"	L	 100	 ------	 McMaster	 92620A562	 ------	 1	 $12.90	 $12.90	
------	 B.25.150	 ------	 1/4"-28,	1.50"	L	 50	 ------	 McMaster	 91257A566	 ------	 1	 $11.18	 $11.18	
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Appendix H: Budget 
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Appendix I: Detailed Purchased Component Information 
 
This Appendix contains information about every component that will be purchased. The table below lists 
all the purchased components, their cost, and the link to buy them. The item number corresponds to the 
component data sheet. The data sheet numbers correspond to the item numbers of the components listed in 
table below. 
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1. Primary Shaft 1 
 
2. Primary Shaft 2 
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3. Primary Bearings 
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4. Primary Flanges 
 
  
I-7	
	
5. Primary Key 
 
 
 
6. Spring Loaded Pull Pin 
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7. Primary Hand Crank 
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8. Secondary Shaft 
 
9. Retaining Ring 
 
10. Secondary Bearings 
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11. Secondary Flange 
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12. Dowel Pins 
 
13. Canister Wall 
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14. Vibration Motor 
 
15. Motor Bracket 
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16. Vibration Damping Material 
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17. 80/20 Frame Details 
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Appendix J: Drawing Package
12
3
4
NOTES:
BOLTS, WASHERS, NUTS, AND BOLTS NOT SHOWN.1.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 1100 PPRIMARY ROTATION SYSTEM 1
2 1200 SECONDARY ROTATION SYSTEM 1
3 1300 VIBRATION SYSTEM 1
4 1400 80/20 FRAME 1
DZJ. : 1
SKHHW : 1/1 PDUW : 1000
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 0/04/2018
DUZQ. B\: .URT REEDTLWOH: FULL ASSEMBLY
SFDOH: 1:ME 430  SPRIN* 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
15
2
4
3
6
7
8
NOTES:
1. BOLTS, WASHERS, AND NUTS NOT SHOWN
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 1110 PRIMARY SHAFT 1 1
2 1120 PRIMARY SHAFT 2 1
3 1130 PRIMARY BEARING 2
4 1140 PRIMARY FLANGE 2
5 1150 PRIMARY KEY 2
6 1160 PRIMARY LOCKING FLANGE 1
7 1170 SPRING-LOADED PULL PIN 1
8 1180 HAND CRANK 1
9 B.M16.60 M16x2mm, 60mm BOLT 1
10 W.16 M16 WASHER 1
11 B.313.1375 5/16"-18, 1.375" BOLT 4
12 W.313 5/16" WASHER 4
13 B.M6.35 M6, 35mm BOLT 12
14 N.M6 M6 NUT 12
15 W.M6 M6 WASHER 12
DZJ. : 2
SKHHW: 1/1 PDUW : 1100
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 06/04/2018
DUZQ. B\: KURT REEDTLWOH: PRIMARY ROTATION SYSTEM
SFDOH: 1:3ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
25
0.1
8
0.1
8
0.1
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES 0.25 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: ZINC-PLATED STEEL
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. 
1.6
FAO
6. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
DZJ. : 3
SKHHW: 11 PDUW : 1150
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 02042018
DUZQ. B\: KURT REEDTLWOH: PRIMARY KEY
SFDOH: 5:1ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
2.80
.005
1.40
.005 1.25 .005 THRU 
 6X .39 .005 THRU 
R.98
3.47
1.40
6X 60°
.01 M A B C
.01 M A B C
B
C
2.41
.005
.50
.005
.50
.005
.01 A
.01 C
A
.80
.005
1.20
.005
.75
.005
 2X .25 .005 THRU 
.01 M A B C
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .01 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. FILLET RADIUS MUST BE .25 INCHES OR LESS
6. 
63
FAO
7. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
DZJ. : 4
SKHHW: 11 PDUW : 1160
CKNG. B\: MADISON LIGNELLDDWH: 06042018
DUZQ. B\: KURT REEDTLWOH: PRIMARY LOCKING FLANGE
SFDOH: 1:1ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
12
3
4 5
6
7
8
10
9
11
12
NOTES:
1. BOLTS, WASHERS, NUTS, AND PINS NOT SHOWN.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 1210 SECONDARY SHAFT 1
2 1211 RETAINING RING 1
2 1220 SECONDARY BEARING 1
4 1230 SECONDARY FLANGE 1
5 1240 SECONDARY KEY 1
6 1251 U-BLOCK SIDE 2
7 1252 U-BLOCK BASE 1
8 1261 CANISTER BASE 1
9 1262 CANISTER FLANGE 2
10 1263 CANISTER WALL 1
11 1270 SPRING-LOADED PULL PIN 1
12 1280 HAND CRANK 1
13 B.M16.60 M16x2mm, 60 mm BOLT 1
14 W.16 M16 WASHER 1
15 B.M6.35 M6, 35mm BOLT 10
16 N.M6 M6 NUT 10
17 W.M6 M6 WASHER 10
18 B.375.150 3/8"-24, 1.50" BOLT 6
19 W.375 3/8" WASHER 6
20 B.25.100 1/4"-28, 100" BOLT 10
21 N.25 1/4" NUT 4
22 W.25 1/4" WASHER 10
23 P.25.5 1/4", 1/2" ACETAL PINS 4
DZJ. : 5
SKHHW : 1/1 PDUW : 1200
CKNG. B\: MADISON LIGNELLDDWH: 06/04/2018
DUZQ. B\: KURT REEDSECONDARY ROTATION SYSTEM
SFDOH: 1:4ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
25
0.1
8
0.1
8
0.1
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES 0.25 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: ZINC-PLATED STEEL
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. 
1.6
FAO
6. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
DZJ. : 6
SKHHW: 11 PDUW : 1240
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 02042018
DUZQ. B\: KURT REEDTLWOH: SECONDARY KEY
SFDOH: 5:1ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
9.00
.005
5.00
.005
 6X 1/4-28 UNF THRU 
 3X 3/8-24 UNF THRU 
.50
.005
2.50
1.70
.005
1.70
.005
7.00
R1.18
6X 60°
.01 M A B C
B
C
.50
.005
.01 AA
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .01 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. 
63
FAO
6. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
DZJ. : 7
SKHHW: 1/1 PDUW : 1251
CKNG. B\: KURT REEDDDWH: 06/04/2018
DUZQ. B\:MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: U-BLOCK SIDE PLATE
SFDOH: 2:3ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
 35MM .05 
9.00
5.00
 (2.50) 
 (4.50) 
4X 7/16" THRU 
EQUALLY SPACED 4X 6.6MM THRU
EQUALLY SPACED
 28MM .005 
 28MM .05 
 .68 .005  .68 .005 
 .68 .005 
 .68 .005 
C
B
.50
6X  .33  1.13
3/8-24 UNF   1.00
 .43 X 90°, NEAR SIDE
 1.70 .005 
 1.70 .005 
.01 A
A
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES1.
2.      BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .01
3.      MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM
4.      SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5.      
63
FAO
6.      STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
.01 A B C
.01 A B C
.01 A B C
.01 A B C
DZJ. : 8
SKHHW : 1/1 PDUW :1252
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 3/15/2018
DUZQ. B\: MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: U-BLOCK BASE
SFDOH: 2/3ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
6X .27 THRU
R1.181
 8.00 .005 
6X  5/16 THRU
R3.750
 2X 33.0° 0.05  
 2X 33.0° 0.05  
.01 A B C
.01
B
C  .50 .005 
.01 B
.01
A
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .01 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. 
63
FAO
6. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
.01 A C B
DZJ. : 9
SKHHW : 1/1 PDUW :1261
CKNG. B\: KURT REEDDDWH: 3/16/2018
DUZQ. B\: MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: CANISTER BASE
SFDOH: 4:5ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
 2X R .50 
 2X 6.5MM THRU 
 2.60 .005 
 (2X .47) 
 2X .94 .01 
 4x R.25 
 (2X .47) 
 8.00 .005 
1.98
1.98
 2X 15.0° .05  
 2X 33.0° .05  
R3.75
5X .27 THRU
3.543
 .38 .005 
.01
A
FOR REFERENCE ONLY
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES1.
BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .012.
MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM3.
SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE 4.
DIMENSIONS
 
63
FAO5.
STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-19946.
DZJ. : 10
SKHHW : 11 PDUW : 1262
CKNG. B\: TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 5282018
DUZQ. B\: MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: CANISTER FLANGE
SFDOH: 2:3ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
 5.50 .005 
.01
.01 .01
A
 7.00 .005 
 8.00 .005 
 7.50
 2X 15.0° .01  
 2X 33.0° .01   2X 33.0° .01  
 2X 15.0° .01  
1 1
1
11
1
2 2
22
 7.50
 2X 33.0° .01   2X 33.0° .01  
6X 1/4-28 UNF   1.13
.30 X 90 , NEAR SIDE
FOR REFERENCE ONLY
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2. BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES .01 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: 7075 ALUMINUM
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE DIMENSIONS
5. 
63
FAO
6. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
HOLE CALLOUTS AS FOLLOWS:
2
1 1/4-28 UNF  1.00 .30 X 90 , NEAR SIDE
  .25 .50 .005
DZJ. : 11
SKHHW : 1/1 PDUW  : 1263
CKNG. B\: KURT REEDDDWH: 3/16/2018
DUZQ. B\: MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: CANISTER WALL
SFDOH: 2:3ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
 2X 33° .1  
 2X 15° .1  
 2X 33° .1  
2X 15° .1
 7.00 .005 
 8.00 .005 
 7.50
10X .25 THRU
 .25 .01 
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
2. SMOOTH ALL ROUGH  EDGES .1 MAX.
3. MATERIAL: NITRILE RUBBER
4. SOLID MODEL CONTAINS ALL TRUE 
DIMENSIONS
5. STANDARD USED: ASME Y14.5M-1994
DZJ. : 12
SKHHW: 11 PDUW : 1330
CKNG. B\:  TYLER LAIRDDDWH: 522018
DUZQ. B\: MADISON LIGNELLTLWOH: 9IBRATION DAMPING RING
SFDOH: 1:1ME 430 - SPRING 2018
CDO PRO\ MHFKDQLFDO EQJLQHHULQJ
T E M P L A T E  # :  Q M S T - 0 0 0 3  R E V  A ,  E C O :  2 0 1 5 - 0 0 1 ,  E F F E C T I V E  D A T E :  0 2 / 0 1 / 2 0 1 6
T E C O  C O N F I D E N T I A L :
T H I S  D O C U M E N T  A N D  T H E  I N F O R M A T I O N
C O N T A I N E D  I N  I T  A R E  C O N F I D E N T I A L ,
A N D  C A N N O T  B E  C O P I E D  O R  D I S C L O S E D
I N  W H O L E  O R  I N  P A R T  W I T H O U T  T H E
E X P R E S S  W R I T T E N  C O N S E N T  O F  T E C O
1 0 6 9  S e r p e n t i n e  L a n e
P l e a s a n t o n ,  C A  9 4 5 6 6
P h o n e : ( 9 2 5 )  4 2 6 - 8 5 0 0
F a x : ( 9 2 5 )  4 2 6 - 9 5 3 9
w w w . t e c o p n e u m a t i c . c o m
D r a w n  b y :
D a t e  D r a w n :
D r a w i n g  # R e v .
D e s c r i p t i o n :
C u s t o m e r : S h e e t :
S c a l e :
A  S i z e  F o r m a t
1
N T S
2345
12345
D
C
B
A
D
C
B
A
8 0 2 0 - 1 3 4 1 4 A
B e a r i n g  F r a m e
C a l  P o l y 1  o f  1
D a v e  C u r e
2 / 1 / 2 0 1 8
A 2 0 1 5 2 / 1 / 2 0 1 8 I n i t i a l  R e l e a s e D C D C
R E V E C O D A T E D E S C R I P T I O N D R W N A P P R
[ 
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Appendix K: Analysis Hand Calculations 
Below is a list of the calculations and analyses used in the design of our system: 
• Turntable Motor Torque Requirements 
• Turntable Shaft Sizing 
• Turntable Shaft Deflections and Slopes 
• Turntable Bearing Sizing 
• Adapter Shaft Sizing 
• Adapter Shaft Bearing Sizing 
• Fastener Analysis 
• Hoop Motor Torque Requirement (Obsolete due to design change) 
• Rotary Stage Axial, Radial, and Moment Loads (Obsolete due to design change) 
• Rotary Stage Natural Frequency Estimation (Obsolete due to design change) 
 
Note: Some of these hand calculations reference MATLAB code that can be found in Appendix L. 
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 Appendix L: Analysis Code 
Below is a list of the MATLAB code used in the analyses to design our system: 
• Turntable System Calculations 
• Primary Rotary System Calculations 
• Fastener Calculations 
 
Note: These analyses support some of the hand calculations in Appendix K. 
 
 
 
Contents 
▪ Parameters 
▪ Size Turntable Shaft 
▪ Calculate TT Motor Requirements 
▪ Calculate Rotary Stage Requirements 
Parameters 
Turntable Motor 
l_TTM = 10;         % TTM length [lbf] 
W_TTM = 30;         % TTM weight [lbf] 
 
% Turntable Shaft 
    % 304 Stainless Steel 
d1_TTS = 1.5;       % TTS small diameter [in] 
d2_TTS = 1.5+1/16;  % TTS large diameter [in] 
l_TTS = 6;          % TTS overall length [in] 
l_TTSD = 3;         % TTS large dia length [in] 
rho_TTS = 0.280;    % TTS density [lbm/in^3] 
 
% Build Plate Adapter / Vibe Housing / Vibe Motors 
h_VH = 6.18;        % VH height (not incl. BPA) [in] 
h_BPA = 0.5;        % BPA height [in] 
w_VH = 16;          % VH width [in] 
l_VH = 16;          % VH length [in] 
W_VH = 56;          % VH, BPA, & vibe motor weight [lbf] 
 
% Part 
h_part = 14;        % Part height [in] 
w_part = 11;        % Part width [in] 
l_part = 11;        % Part length [in] 
W_part = 50;        % Part weight [lbf] 
 
% Bearings 
l_TTbrg1 = 1;       % TT brg 1 length [in] 
l_TTbrg2 = 1;       % TT brg 2 length [in] 
 
% Dynamic Parameters 
revs = 1;           % Revs for max angular velocity calc [revs] 
t_rev = 20;         % Time to rotate revs [s] 
t = 2;              % Time to max angular velocity from rest [s] 
Size Turntable Shaft 
Calculate TTS Weight [lbf] 
W_TTS = rho_TTS*((d2_TTS/2)^2*pi*l_TTSD + (d1_TTS/2)^2*pi*(l_TTS-l_TTSD)); 
 
% Calculate Reaction Forces 
Rb = (W_TTS/2*(l_TTbrg1+l_TTSD) + W_VH*(l_TTbrg1/2+l_TTSD+l_TTbrg2... 
    +h_VH) + W_part*(l_TTbrg1/2+l_TTSD+l_TTbrg2+h_VH+h_BPA+h_part))... 
    /((l_TTbrg1+l_TTbrg2)/2 + l_TTSD); 
Ra = W_TTS + W_part + W_VH - Rb; 
 
% Calculations for Moment Diagram 
M_VH = W_VH*(h_VH);                     % VH weight moment at right end 
M_part = W_part*(h_VH+h_BPA+h_part);    % Part weight moment at right end 
 
% See hand calculations for turntable shaft sizing. This section was simply 
% used for iterative load calculations. 
Calculate TT Motor Requirements 
theta = revs*2*pi;                      % Revs for max angular velocity [rads] 
m_VH = W_VH;                            % VH mass [lbm] 
m_part = W_part;                        % Part mass [lbm] 
T_RS = (m_VH/12*(l_VH^2+w_VH^2) + m_part/12*(l_part^2+4*w_part^2))... 
    *(theta/(t*t_rev))*12/32.174;       % RS torque [in-lbf] 
Calculate Rotary Stage Requirements 
% This was the code used to calculate the torque required by the rotary % stage. As the rotary stage is no longer 
being pursued, the following % code is obsolete. It has been left in solely as a reference. theta = revs*2*pi; % Revs 
for max angular velocity [rads] m_VH = W_VH; % VH mass [lbm] m_part = W_part; % Part mass [lbm] T_RS = 
(m_VH/12*(h_VH^2+w_VH^2) + m_part/12*(h_part^2+4*w_part^2))... *(theta/(t*t_rev))*12/32.174; % RS torque [in-
lbf] 
 
Published with MATLAB® R2017b 
 
Senior Project Adapter Shaft Calculation 
clc 
 
%Define Variables 
 
%System Variables 
n = 2.5; %Factor of Safety 
Wp = 50; %[lbs] Part weight 
Wb = 40; %[lbs] Vibration motor housing weight 
Wtt = 30; %[lbs] Turn table weight 
Ws = 8; %[lbs] Shaft weight 
Lshaft = 11; %[in] Shaft length 
Lsupport = 1; %[in] Amount of shaft in support 
h1 = 5.5; %[in] Distance to vibration housing 
h2 = 14; %[in] Height of part 
w = 11; %[in] Width of the part 
dg = 2; %[in] Estimated diameter of shaft 
 
 
%Relevant loads 
Mmax = (Wp+Wb+Wtt)*(Lshaft-Lsupport) + Ws*((Lshaft/2)-Lsupport); %[in-lb] Maximum 
moment on bearing 
Mmin = Mmax; %[in-lb] Maximum moment on bearing 
Mm = (Mmax+Mmin)/2; %[in-lb] Midrange moment 
Ma = 0; %[in-lb] Alternating moment 
Tmax = Wp*(h1+sqrt(((w/2)^2)+(h2)^2))+Wb*(h1); %[in-lb] Maximum torque on shaft 
Tmin = 0; %[in-lb] Minimum torque on shaft 
Tm = (Tmax + Tmin)/2; %[in-lb] Midrange torque 
Ta = (Tmax - Tmin)/2; %[in-lb] Alternating torque 
 
%Material Constants 
Sut = 73200; %[ksi] Ultimate tensile strength of material (1018 CR Steel?) 
a = 2.7; 
b = -.265; 
ka = a*(Sut/1000)^b; 
de = .37*dg; 
kb = .879*(de)^-.107; 
kc = 1; %combined loading 
kd = 1; %no temperature constraints 
ke = .62; %highest reliability 
kf = 1; %no additional effects 
Seprime = .5*Sut; %[ksi] This formula for Sut<200 ksi 
Se = ka*kb*kc*kd*ke*kf*Seprime; %[ksi] Endurance limit at the critical location of 
machine part 
 
%Geometry Constants 
Kt = 2.7; %ESTIMATED shaft constant for small radius 
Kts = 2.2; %ESTIMATED shaft constant for small radius 
Kf = 1 + .3*(Kt - 1); 
Kfs = 1 + .4*(Kts - 1); 
 
%Calculation 
 
d = 
((16*n/pi)*((1/Se)*((4*((Kf*Ma)^2)+3*((Kfs*Ta)^2))^(1/2))+(1/Sut)*(4*((Kf*Mm)^2)+3*((K
fs*Tm)^2))^(1/2)))^(1/3) 
d = 
 
    1.2271 
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Fastener Calculations 
clc 
 
% Define constants 
Sym = 73000; %[psi] Member yield strength 
Sutm = 83.000; %[psi] Member ultimate strength 
Spb = 120.600; %[psi] Bolt proof strength 
Syb = 34800; %[psi] Bolt yield strength 
Sutb = 150.000; %[psi] Bolt ultimate strength 
t = .5; %[in] Thickness bolt penetrates; 
d = .197; %[in] Diameter of bolt 
F = 50; %[lb] load 
a = .5; %[in] distance from edge 
 
%Bearing in bolts 
 
nbb = (Syb*2*t*d)/F 
 
%Bearing in Member 
 
nbm = (2*t*d*Sym)/F 
 
%Shear 
 
nts = .577*pi*(d^2)*(Syb/F) 
 
%Edge Shear 
 
nfs = (.577*4*a*t*Sym)/F 
 
%Tensile Yield 
 
n = ((4-(2*d))*t*Sym)/F 
nbb = 
 
  137.1120 
 
 
nbm = 
   287.6200 
 
 
nts = 
 
   48.9629 
 
 
nfs = 
 
  842.4200 
 
 
n = 
 
   2.6324e+03 
 
 
Published with MATLAB® R2017b 
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Appendix M: Critical Fastener Preload Analysis 
Below are the joint and fastener characteristics that went into determining the preload for each of the identified critical joint 
that require a threaded fastener for joining.  
Using T=K*F*d, where K is the K-factor, F is the desired clamping force, d is the average bolt diameter, and T is the input 
torque in in*lbs.  
 
Below is a table containing each fastener type and its properties: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below is a table which contains the calculated values to determine what the preload and input torque should be for each 
critical joint in VIPER. 
 
 
 
 
 
Bolt Size 
Nominal 
Diameter 
(in) 
Tensile-
Stress 
Area 
(in^2) 
Minor-
Diamete
r Area 
(in) 
Head 
Diameter 
(in) 
Average 
Diameter 
(in^2) 
Bolt Head 
Contact Area 
(in^2) 
Tensile 
Strength (PSI) 
 1/4 - 28 0.25 0.0364 0.0326 0.375 0.1413 0.07785 170000 
 5/16 - 18 0.3125 0.0524 0.0454 0.469 0.17895 0.1274 170000 
 3/8 - 24 0.375 0.0878 0.0809 0.563 0.22795 0.168 170000 
 Bolt Size 
Nominal 
Diameter 
(mm) 
(mm^2) (mm) 
Head 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Average 
Diameter 
(mm^2) 
Bolt Head 
Contact Area 
(mm^2) 
Tensile 
Strength (PSI) 
M6 6 20.1 4.917 10 5.4585 73.623 170000 
M16 16 157 13.546 24 14.773 438.843 170000 
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Joint Fastener Type 
Number 
of 
Fasteners 
Max 
Axial 
Load 
(lbs) 
Expected 
Load Per 
Fastener 
(lbs) 
F.o.S. 
Desired 
Clamping 
Force 
(lbs) 
Assumed 
K-Factor  
Average 
Bolt 
Diameter 
(in) 
Target 
Input 
Torque 
(in*lb) 
Primary 
Shaft Collar 
– U-Block 
Wall 
M6 6 25 4.167 15 62.5 0.21 0.2149 2.82 
U-Block 
Wall – U-
Block Base 
 3/8-24 2 25 12.5 20 250 0.24 0.22795 13.677 
Secondary 
Shaft 
Bearing –U-
Block Base 
M6 4 30.09 7.52 25 188 0.21 0.2149 8.49 
Secondary 
Shaft 
Collar- 
Canister 
Base 
M6 6 45.88 7.65 15 115 0.21 0.2149 5.18 
Canister 
Base - 
Canister 
Wall 
 1/4-28 6 41.2 6.867 25 172 0.21 0.1413 5.09 
Canister 
Flange - 
Canister 
Wall 
 ¼-28 3 32 10.667 50 533 0.21 0.1413 15.83 
Build Plate - 
Canister 
Flange 
M6 4 25 6.25 75 469 0.24 0.2149 24.18 
Vibe Motor 
- Build Plate  1/4-28 4 10 2.5 150 375 0.24 0.1413 12.72 
Crank 
Handle - 
Shaft(s) 
M16 1 60 60 10 600 0.21 0.5821 73.23 
Locking 
Flange - 
Frame 
 5/16-18 2 58.8 29.4 25 735 0.21 0.18 27.62 
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Appendix N: Safety Hazard Checklist 
Y N 
g  c  1. Will the system include hazardous revolving, running, rolling, or mixing actions?	
c  g  2. Will the system include hazardous reciprocating, shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, 
drawing, or cutting actions?	
c  g 3. Will any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations? 
g  c  4. Will the system have any large (>5 kg) moving masses or large (>250 N) forces?	
c  g  5. Could the system produce a projectile?	
g  c  6. Could the system fall (due to gravity), creating injury?	
g  c  7. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design? 
g  c  8. Will the system have any burrs, sharp edges, shear points, or pinch points?	
c  g  9. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?	
c  g  10. Will there be any large batteries (over 30 V)?	
c  g  11. Will there be any exposed electrical connections in the system (over 40 V)?	
c  g  12. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as flywheels, hanging weights or 
pressurized fluids/gases?	
g  c  13. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or small particle fuel as part of 
the system? 
c  g 14. Will the user be required to exert any abnormal effort or experience any abnormal 
physical posture during the use of the design?	
c g 15. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the 
design or its manufacturing?	
c g  16. Could the system generate high levels (>90 dBA) of noise?	
c  g 17. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog, 
humidity, or cold/high temperatures, during normal use?	
g c  18. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner? 
g c  19. For powered systems, is there an emergency stop button?	
c g  20. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on 
reverse.	
 
For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (3) 
date to be completed on the reverse side. 
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Description	of	Hazard	 Corrective	Action	 Completed	Date	
Revolving hazard 
All rotating parts are enclosed during operation. 
Design safety interlock to prevent unwanted 
rotation. 
5/15/18 
 
 
Large mass/system falling 
 
 
Make sure the device is statically and 
dynamically stable to prevent tipping. 3/28/18 
 
 
Pinch points (Rollers, door, 
bolted areas) 
 
 
Design guards around pinch points to make them 
less accessible.  4/23/18 
 
Explosive particle fuel 
(Aerosolized metallic 
powder) 
 
 
Performa all testing under fume hood, plan for 
finalized device to have enclosure to prevent 
uncontrolled powder. 
3/10/18 
Unsafe use Include safety manual for proper use. 5/02/18 
 
Lifting hazard 
 
Allow for easy access and use when loading 
parts onto the device and ensure good visibility 
around the loading location. 
5/25/18 
Overhanging weight 
Ensure frame and rotation systems can support 
weight of printed parts and build plates. Include 
safety warnings about risk. 
5/15/18 
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Appendix O: Risk Assessment 
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Appendix P: FMEA 
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Appendix Q: Operator's Manual 
VIPER Powder Removal Device for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Operator Manual 
Spring 2018 
Madison Lignell, Kurt Reed, Tyler Laird 
 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
1. Overview ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 1 
2. Required Equipment ……………………………………………………………………………………. 1 
3. VIPER Operation ………………………………………………………………………………………. 2 
 3.1. VIPER Device Setup ………………………………………………………………………… 2 
 3.2. Part Orientation ………………………………………………………………………………. 2 
 3.3. Powder Removal Process …………………………………………………………………….. 2 
 3.4. Part Removal …………………………………………………………………………………. 3 
4. Safety Risks ……………………………………………………………………………………………... 3 
 4.1. Part and Powder Handling …………………………………………………………………… 3 
 4.2. Pinch Points ………………………………………………………………………………….. 3 
 4.3. Swinging and Crushing Risks ………………………………………………………………... 4 
 4.4. Electrical Risks ………………………………………………………………………………. 4 
 4.5. Locking Pin Failure ………………………………………………………………………….. 4 
 4.6 Tripping Hazard ………………………………………………………………………………. 4 
5. Safety Checklist...……………………………………………………………………………………….. 5 
 
1. Overview 
This document describes in detail the procedures to safely operate the VIPER device to remove 316 
Stainless Steel powder from a part printed from the SLM 125 metal 3D printer and reclaim that powder for 
future use. This is a manual device that only requires one person to operate. However, it is recommended 
that at least TWO people are present during loading and unloading of a part in the event of an emergency. 
This device is intended to aid powder removal and reduce the operator time it takes to remove powder from 
printed parts as well as allow for most of the powder to reclaimed for future use. 
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2. Required Equipment 
This section outlines the required equipment needed to operate and clean the VIPER device.  
2.1. Equipment 
1. Vibration motor and motor mount 	
2. 3” M5 bolts (x4), with appropriate nuts and washers	
3. 150 lb. Max Wrench (Increments of 5 lbs) 
4. ¼” Dowel pins (4) 
5. Build Plate Bolt Fixture 
6. Brush	
7. Nitrile Gloves	
8. Powder Collection Bin 
9. Build Plate Flange Fixture 
 
3. VIPER Operation 
 
3.1. VIPER Device Setup 
Make sure that the workspace is clean and that the table top that VIPER and the build plate fixture are set 
up on,  are clear of debris. 
3.1.1. Set up VIPER on a table two feet from a 120V grounded outlet. 
3.1.2. Place four M5 bolts into the four grooves on the Build Plate Flange Fixture, with the bolt head 
down and threads pointing upward.  
3.1.3. Place the build plate with the printed part onto build plate bolt fixture so that the four M5 bolts 
go through their respective holes. 
3.1.4. Place both canister flanges onto the build plate fixture, using the M5 bolts for alignment. 
3.1.5. Place powder containment unit over the part and align with the M5 bolts. 
3.1.6. Screw nuts onto the four M5 bolts until finger tight and then tighten with the torque-wrench to 
25 in*lbs. 
3.1.7. Remove build plate/canister flange assembly from the build plate bolt fixture and load it onto the 
VIPER device by aligning the canister flanges with the pins on the canister. 
3.1.8. Insert all 6 ¼ -28 bolts into the holes on the canister flanges and tighten until finger tight. 
3.1.9. Tighten each ¼ -28 bolt to 20 in*lbs. using the torque wrench. 
 
3.2. Part Orientation 
Once the build plate and enclosure have been securely mounted to the VIPER device, the part can now be 
maneuvered to the correct orientation for optimal powder removal using the two passive-locking rotation 
handles. Each shaft should be rotated such that the powder drain holes on the printed part are pointed 
downwards. If there are multiple drain holes on the part, repeat steps 3.2 and 3.3 for each drain-hole. Pull 
the locking pin of the primary rotation axis (horizontal axis) and rotate part to the optimal orientation. 
3.2.1. Let go of the locking pin so that it settles into place into the locking holes.	
3.2.2. Pull the locking pin of the secondary rotation axis and rotate part to the optimal orientation.	
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3.2.3. Let go of the locking pin so that it settles into place into the locking holes. 	
3.2.4. Check each pin to confirm that the device is fully locked into its orientation correctly.	
 
 
 
3.3. Powder Removal Process 
Once the part is secured and in the corrected orientation, powder can be removed from it using the vibration 
motor. Before proceeding, each item on the Safety Checklist must be reviewed. 
3.3.1. Plug the vibration motor plug into a grounded 120V outlet. 
3.3.2. After the device has been fully set up, switch the vibration motor control to the “on” position.	
3.3.3. Wait approximately 3** minutes for the powder to be shaken out.	
3.3.4. Switch the vibration motor control to the "off" position.	
3.3.5. Unplug the vibration motor from the outlet.	
3.3.6. Open the top section of the enclosure so that the loose powder can be drained into the powder 
collection bin.	
3.3.7. Once as much powder as possible is drained form the enclosure, re-affix the enclosure top 
section.	
 
**Further tested is needed to determine the optimal vibration time for removing powder 
 
3.4. Part Removal 
Once the bulk of the powder has been reclaimed by collecting it in the collection bin, the part can be 
removed from the device for the next process. 
3.4.1. Using the rotation levers as instructed in Section 3.2, reorient the device to the neutral position 
where the printed part is in the vertical (upright) position.  
3.4.2. Loosen and remove the 6x ¼”bolts from the build plate flange-canister wall join one at a time.  
3.4.3. Holding both flanges, flip the build plate and enclosure upside-down on to the flat top of the 
enclosure.  
3.4.4. Unbolt the 4x ¼” vibration motor mount bolts,  
3.4.5. Remove the vibration motor and mount from the assembly. 
3.4.6. Holding both of the build plate flanges, flip, and place the build plate onto the build plate fixture 
so that the M5 bolt heads fit into their cutouts.  
3.4.7. Remove the canister flanges 
 
4. Safety Risks 
This section details all of the potential risks of operating the VIPER device. Before turning the vibration 
motor on and starting the powder removal process, the Safety Checklist should be reviewed to verify the 
device is safe for operation. This checklist is listed in Section 5.  
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4.1. Part and Powder Handling 
 
The primary concern is exposure of operator to powder that comes off the printed part during steps 3.1 and 
3.4. This could be in the form of inhalation, skin contact, eye contact, or ingestion. Exposure to the powder 
can cause skin and eye irritation and respiratory issues. To prevent these from occurring, safety glasses and 
gloves must be worn at all times when handling the printed parts and removed powder.  
 
 
 
4.2. Pinch Points 
 
During steps 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, possible pinch points are exposed between the locking pin and its holes, 
between the canister flanges and the canister, and between the rotating lever and frame. To prevent injury, 
ensure the only components of the device that the operator touches are the designated hand placement 
locations and make sure that each action performed will not result in fingers, hands, feet, or loose clothing 
being caught between surfaces. 
 
 
4.3. Swinging and Crushing Risks 
The dynamic elements of the VIPER device introduce possible impact and crushing risks during steps 3.2 
and 3.4 that could harm the operator and damage components. It is possible that while the primary axis is 
in the unlocked state, the rotating body of the VIPER device (including the build plate and part) could swing 
around dangerously. This could become a striking hazard for people in the area and load locking 
components in ways they are not designed for. To prevent this, all body parts should be clear of the frame 
of the device while it is being rotated horizontally, and it should only be rotated one position at a time. 
Additionally, if the build plate is not secured correctly, it could fall during rotation. Before any rotation, 
check all bolted connections to the build plate. 
 
4.4. Electrical Risks 
 
During step 3.3 the vibration motor and plug introduce an electrical hazard to the device. Improper handling 
could result in a severe shock to the operator or damage to the motor. To avoid potential electrical hazards, 
ensure the plug is completely inserted into the outlet and that there are no loose wires or liquid spills near 
the outlet. Additionally, ensure all wires/cables are undamaged before use. 
 
 
4.5. Locking Pin Failure	
During steps 3.2 and 3.4, the locking pin mechanism could potentially fail. The locking pin may shear or 
become bent, preventing it from locking into the pin holes and creating a swinging hazard to the operator 
or surrounding people. The spring in the locking pins may also fail to push the pin into position, presenting 
another possible swinging hazard risk. To prevent these potential issues, ensure the pin is locked firmly into 
place before releasing the crank handle. 
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4.6. Tripping Hazard	
During step 3.3, the cord from the vibration motor can create a tripping hazard that could both harm the 
person tripping as well as damage the VIPER device. To reduce the risk of this occurring, be aware of its 
location during operation and implement signs indicating the location of the potential tripping hazards. 
 
5. Safety Checklist 
VIPER Operation Safety Checklist 
This checklist should be used to verify that VIPER can be operated safely and that all safety mechanisms 
are being utilized correctly. All items should be in correct working order and verified to be as such before 
the vibration motor is powered on.   
 
Checklist 
1. Use a wrench to check that each of the four M5 nuts securing the enclosure and flanges to the build 
plate are snug.  
2. Use a wrench to check that each of the six ¼” nuts securing the canister flanges to the canister are 
snug.  
3. Use a wrench to check that each of the four ¼” bolts securing the vibration motor to the build plate 
are snug.  
4. Verify that both locking pins are fully engaged into their respective locking holes. Be especially 
careful of a fatigued/faulty pin spring causing the locking pin to not be fully inserted into the 
locking cavity. 
5. Verify that the vibration motor is plugged into a grounded outlet and that the prongs are fully 
inserted into the outlet.  
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Appendix R: Gantt Chart 
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